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Systems code often requires fine-grained control over memory layout and pointers, expressed using low-level
(e.g., bitwise) operations on pointer values. Since these operations go beyond what basic pointer arithmetic
in C allows, they are performed with the help of integer-pointer casts. Prior work has explored increasingly
realistic memory object models for C that account for the desired semantics of integer-pointer casts while also
being sound w.r.t. compiler optimisations, culminating in PNVI-ae-udi, the preferred memory object model
in ongoing discussions within the ISO WG14 C standards committee. However, its complexity makes it an
unappealing target for verification, and no tools currently exist to verify C programs under PNVI-ae-udi.
In this paper, we introduce VIP, a new memory object model aimed at supporting C verification. VIP sidesteps
the complexities of PNVI-ae-udi with a simple but effective idea: a new construct that lets programmers express
the intended provenances of integer-pointer casts explicitly. At the same time, we prove VIP compatible with
PNVI-ae-udi, thus enabling verification on top of VIP to benefit from PNVI-ae-udi’s validation with respect to
practice. In particular, we build a verification tool, RefinedC-VIP, for verifying programs under VIP semantics.
As the name suggests, RefinedC-VIP extends the recently developed RefinedC tool, which is automated yet
also produces foundational proofs in Coq. We evaluate RefinedC-VIP on a range of systems-code idioms, and
validate VIP’s expressiveness via an implementation in the Cerberus C semantics.
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INTRODUCTION

Many forms of systems software—operating systems, hypervisors, device drivers, programming
language runtimes, etc.—crucially rely on fine-grained control over memory and data layout. Such
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control in turn sometimes demands the use of idioms that involve low-level arithmetic on pointer
values, going beyond simple array-indexing calculations. For example:
(1) Pointer values often need to be rounded to a specific alignment, e.g., in memory allocators.
(2) Language runtimes often employ pointer tagging, exploiting otherwise-unused bits in the
representation of pointers to store metadata, e.g., garbage collection flags.
(3) Language runtimes also often rely on otherwise-unused bits to encode both pointer values
and bounded integers within single machine words, without indirection.
(4) Memory allocators often perform bitwise arithmetic on addresses to traverse an in-memory
data structure, e.g., an xor is used to find the “buddy” of a memory block in a buddy allocator.
In this paper, we explore the problem of how to verify the correctness of C programs that use
such idioms. In C, these operations cannot be performed directly on pointer values. Instead, they
are expressed by casting pointers to integers, and performing arbitrary operations on those raw
integers, before casting them back to pointers. Hence, before we can talk about verifying programs
that use these idioms, we must first ask a more basic question: what is the “right” semantics of
memory and pointers in the presence of integer-pointer casts?
1.1

Existing Semantics for Pointers and Integer-Pointer Casts

Designing a memory object model for C supporting integer-pointer casts is notoriously difficult
because it requires one to reconcile two key design goals:
(1) Supporting common C programming idioms involving pointers, including non-trivial arithmetic via integers as in the examples above; manipulating the representation bytes of structures involving pointers; and applying the address-of operator (&) to local variables.
(2) Being sound with respect to common compiler optimizations based on alias analysis.
At one extreme are abstract models like that of CompCert [Leroy and Blazy 2008; Leroy et al. 2012],
in which pointers are represented as a pair of an abstract allocation identifier and an offset in the
corresponding allocation block, or still more abstract models that add subobject structure [Krebbers
2015]. On the plus side, abstract models are well behaved with respect to compiler optimizations and
correctness proofs thereof. For example, the CompCert model validates the constant propagation
optimization across functions, and it also supports taking addresses of local variables. However,
abstract models can only support restricted forms of conversions between pointers and integers—
typically, round-trip casts—which are not sufficient to handle the idioms we target in general. It
is possible to work around this limitation by restricting to certain coding patterns. For example,
CertiKOS [Gu et al. 2015, 2018, 2019] and SeKVM [Li et al. 2021] model all allocatable data structures
as a large array (sharing a single allocation identifier), and can thus replace some operations that
usually require integer-pointer casts by simple pointer arithmetic, and Wang et al. [2019a] use
hardwired support for tag bits. However, in this paper, we target real-world code that does not
generally adhere to such coding patterns.
At the other extreme are concrete models, in which pointer values are simple machine words or
integers, e.g., as used in the C semantics of Norrish [1998] in HOL, seL4 [Tuch et al. 2007; Klein
et al. 2009, 2014], and the early work on separation logic [O’Hearn et al. 2001; Reynolds 2002].
Concrete models trivially support integer-pointer casts with arbitrary arithmetic, but they are not
sound in general with respect to some common compiler optimisations, e.g., those that assume
that pointers with different provenances cannot alias. A concrete model with addressable local
variables and deterministic allocation cannot even validate optimisations that move local variable
accesses around function calls. Concrete models with nondeterministic allocation can, but at the
cost of having to reason about undefined behaviour in families of executions. The work on seL4
sidesteps these issues by using translation validation to guarantee that the particular program in
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question is compiled soundly using GCC [Sewell et al. 2013] (GCC’s optimisations are not sound
with respect to the concrete model in general, but such unsoundness does not arise on seL4’s code),
and by restricting to a dialect of C in which one cannot take addresses of local variables.
To overcome this apparent dichotomy, much prior work has focused on designing “Goldilocks”
memory models that are neither too concrete nor too abstract but just right [Gustedt et al. 2020;
Memarian et al. 2019; Lee et al. 2018; Kang et al. 2015; Besson et al. 2015, 2014; Krebbers et al. 2014;
Sevcík et al. 2013] (see §8 for a detailed discussion).
Among them, PNVI-ae-udi [Memarian et al. 2019] stands out as the most realistic to date. It
has been validated against examples capturing a number of de facto coding idioms and compared
against compiler behaviour, and it is the currently preferred memory object model in ongoing
discussions within the ISO WG14 C standard committee, which is working towards an ISO Technical
Specification [Gustedt et al. 2020]. This may later be incorporated into the C standard, which
historically has not included a well-specified memory object model.
Unfortunately, PNVI-ae-udi’s complexity makes it an unappealing target for verification, and
there is currently no verification tool for C supporting it. The model is designed to “just work”
for a wide variety of existing C idioms, without requiring any code changes. That is essential
for uptake within the C standard, but it requires intricate semantic machinery. In PNVI, pointers
are represented as a pair of an abstract provenance and a concrete address. The provenance is
used on memory accesses to check that the involved memory is in bounds of the corresponding
allocation, and that the allocation is still live. Pointer-to-integer casts simply drop the provenance
information. The complexity arises in the handling of integer-to-pointer casts, to ensure that these
result in a pointer with an appropriate provenance in the right cases. When an integer is cast into a
pointer, PNVI-ae-udi attempts to reconstruct a valid provenance by looking for a suitable allocation.
Only allocations whose provenance has previously been exposed are considered for this, where a
provenance is exposed when a pointer to the corresponding allocation is cast to an integer.
So far, this might be manageable, but further subtleties arise from the need to support accesses
to the representation bytes of pointers; the potential ambiguity of an integer address that is both
one-past one allocation and at the start of another; and the need to correctly identify reads of
pointer values that are (partially) from some representation-byte writes (not from an entire pointervalue write), which should be treated similarly to integer-to-pointer casts. Together, these add
considerable complexity.
1.2

VIP: A Practical Approach to Verifying C Programs Under PNVI Semantics

In this paper, we build a verification tool for C programs that supports low-level integer-pointer
cast idioms, as needed by systems software, and that ensures correctness under the PNVI-ae-udi
semantics, thus inheriting its validation with respect to programming practice.
The key insight behind our approach is that, while PNVI-ae-udi had to support code in the wild
unchanged, for a verification tool one expects in any case that the user may have to annotate
the program with additional information when using tricky language features. Moreover, in the
idioms we aim to support, there is always a pointer in scope at the integer-to-pointer cast with the
right provenance (there are other cases where that does not hold, e.g., xor linked lists or pointer
hardening schemes used by certain allocators, but they appear to be much less common in practice).
We can therefore rely on the user making their intent with respect to pointer provenance explicit,
instead of the subtle and complex PNVI-ae-udi machinery that aims to just “get it right”, without
programmer guidance, in sufficiently many cases.
Specifically, we build our tool atop a new and simpler memory model—called VIP, for Verificationoriented model for Integer-Pointer casts—which we have designed to be more amenable to verification than PNVI-ae-udi, while still being compatible with it. The main idea of VIP is to provide
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the user with a new construct, copy_alloc_id, by means of which they can explicitly annotate
integer-to-pointer casts with a pointer value from which to copy the provenance.
This simple idea sidesteps the PNVI-ae-udi complexity: VIP enables us to factor the problem of
verifying C programs that will be compiled by conventional compilers, assumed sound w.r.t. PNVIae-udi, into two, more tractable, problems.
(1) We first build a program logic that is sound under VIP and deploy it in RefinedC [Sammler
et al. 2021], a recently-developed verification framework for C that is both automated (via
a refined ownership type system) and foundational (producing machine-checked proofs in
Coq). RefinedC originally relied on an abstract, CompCert-like memory model, which did not
support integer-pointer casts. We lift this limitation by adapting RefinedC to be sound w.r.t.
VIP, and evaluate it on various real-world idioms. This demonstrates that VIP is a suitable
basis for verification tools supporting integer-pointer casts.
(2) We prove the VIP semantics sound w.r.t. an existing formalisation of PNVI-ae-udi, meaning
that any behaviour observable under PNVI-ae-udi is also observable under VIP, and hence that
programs verified w.r.t. VIP execute correctly on PNVI-ae-udi-compliant implementations. For
this we map copy_alloc_id into a combination of casts mirroring its provenance manipulation
(though one can also imagine built-in implementations in future compilers).
Put together, we obtain a new verification tool, RefinedC-VIP, which enables automated and
foundational verification of C programs involving integer-pointer casts, and which is sound under
the PNVI-ae-udi memory model.
Contributions.
• VIP (§3): a new verification-oriented C memory model supporting integer-to-pointer casts by
combining concrete addresses and abstract provenances, and allowing pointer provenance to
be explicitly copied from any pointer value on an integer-to-pointer cast.
• A proof (§5) that VIP is a sound abstraction of PNVI-ae-udi (§4) [Gustedt et al. 2020; Memarian
et al. 2019]: a realistic memory model that has been extensively validated as a potential update
to the ISO C standard and against de facto practice [Memarian et al. 2016].
• An integration of our memory model into the RefinedC verification framework in Coq
[Sammler et al. 2021] to obtain the first (foundational and automated) program logic for C
equipped to handle arbitrary pointer arithmetic via casts to integers and back (§6).
• An evaluation of the verification capabilities of VIP through a variety of examples inspired
or directly taken from real-world C code (§7.1), including a simple allocator from pKVM, a
hypervisor being developed by Google [Deacon 2020; Edge 2020].
• An empirical verification of the compatibility of VIP with PNVI-ae-udi and an evaluation of
the annotations required by VIP (§7.2) by running an implementation of VIP in Cerberus
[Memarian et al. 2019] on the test suite of Gustedt et al. [2020, Annex A.6].
Supplementary material. The supplementary material includes the detailed definitions and
proofs for §3, §4, and §5 [Lepigre et al. 2021a], as well as the source code of RefinedC-VIP, our
extension of Cerberus, and examples discussed in §7 [Lepigre et al. 2021b].
Limitations. (1) The copy_alloc_id instruction of VIP can only be used when a pointer with
the expected provenance is available at the point of the (non-round-trip) integer-to-pointer cast.
However, that seems to be the case for most practically important idioms. (2) RefinedC-VIP inherits
all limitations of Cerberus and RefinedC. For instance, it does not support floating point numbers
or bit fields. (3) While RefinedC-VIP allows the verification of concurrent programs, we ignore
concurrency in our soundness proof as PNVI-ae-udi does not explicitly support it. However, we
expect concurrency to be orthogonal to integer-pointer casts, which are our focus here. (4) The
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1 #include <stdint.h>

20

2 //#include <refinedc.h> // uncomment for VIP
3 #define TAG_SIZE 3ULL

21 void* untag(void* p){
22
return tag(p, 0); }

4 #define TAG_MOD

23

(1ULL << TAG_SIZE)

5 #define TAG_MASK (TAG_MOD - 1)

24 // What follows is client code.

6

25 // It is not part of the library.

7 unsigned char tag_of(void* p){
8
uintptr_t i = (uintptr_t) p;
9
unsigned char t = i & TAG_MASK;

26
27 #include <stddef.h>
28

11 }

29 void client() {
30
size_t x = 0;

12

31

13 void* tag(void* p, unsigned char t){
14
uintptr_t i = (uintptr_t) p;
15
uintptr_t new_i = (i & ~TAG_MASK) | t;
16
void *q = (void*) new_i; // original code; comment for VIP
17
//void *q = copy_alloc_id(new_i, p); // uncomment for VIP

32

10

18

return t;

33

void *tp = tag(&x, 1);
assert(tag_of(tp) == 1);

34
35
36

size_t *px = (size_t*) untag(tp);
assert(*px == 0);

37 }

return q;

19 }

Fig. 1. Implementation of a pointer tagging library together with a simple client function. The version that
we verify using RefinedC-VIP uses the copy_alloc_id construct. It is obtained by uncommenting Line 2, and
by replacing Line 16 with an uncommented version of Line 17.

copy_alloc_id

instruction would plausibly be useful for general systems programming (not just
for C written for verification), to let compilers deduce stronger facts about the lack of aliasing on
the resulting pointer value. However, we do not evaluate this here. (5) VIP and PNVI-ae-udi do not
consider sub-object bounds or out-of-memory conditions. We ignore both throughout.
2

KEY IDEAS ILLUSTRATED WITH POINTER TAGGING

In this section we use a pointer tagging example (§2.1) to highlight the differences between VIP and
the concrete, abstract, and PNVI-ae-udi models (§2.2). We demonstrate how to verify this example
in RefinedC-VIP (§2.3), and then discuss the special case of round-trip casts (§2.4). We conclude by
giving high-level intuitions for how we prove VIP to be a sound abstraction of PNVI-ae-udi (§2.5).
2.1

Implementation of a Pointer Tagging Library

Pointer tagging—storing metadata in unused bits of pointers—is a common use of integer-pointer
casts. Figure 1 shows a pointer tagging library that assumes 8-byte alignment, so tags can be stored
in the low-order three bits of pointer values, as per the TAG_SIZE macro on Line 3.
The library provides three functions: tag_of(p), to read a tag from a pointer; tag(p,t), to tag or
re-tag a pointer; and untag(p), to clear the tag of a pointer. The client function on the bottom right
gives an example usage of the library. The variable x declared at Line 30 has type size_t, which (on
the architecture we consider) guarantees that it is allocated at an address that is a multiple of 8. As
a consequence, a tagged pointer tp can be constructed from the address of x on Line 32 by calling
tag with &x and a tag value smaller than 8. On Line 33, the client function asserts that the tag of
tp has the expected value 1. Then, on Line 35, the tagged pointer tp is turned back into a usable
untagged pointer px by calling untag to clear the tag. Finally, the assertion on Line 36 checks that
px can indeed be used to access the value stored in x, which is still 0.
Looking at the implementation of the library functions, untag(p) (Line 21) simply clears the tag
bits of pointer p, using function tag with tag value 0. The interesting functions are tag_of and tag,
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since they directly involve integer-pointer casts. The function tag_of(p), defined on Line 7, first
casts its pointer argument p into an integer i on Line 8, and then uses a bit-masking operation to
compute the tag value t from i on Line 9. The tag t is then returned on the next line. The function
tag(p) (Line 13), converts the (possibly tagged) pointer p it receives as argument into an integer i
(Line 14), then performs bitwise operations on i to obtain a tagged address new_i (Line 15), and
finally casts new_i into a pointer q (Line 16), which is then returned.
2.2

The Example Under Various Memory Models

We now consider the execution of our client function in the main memory object models mentioned
in the introduction. The role of a memory object model is to give a precise semantics to the various
operations manipulating pointers (e.g., pointer arithmetic and integer-pointer casts) and accessing
the memory (e.g., allocations, loads, and stores).
Concrete model. Under a concrete model, pointers are represented as concrete addresses
(here 64-bit integers), and the memory itself is modeled as a finite partial map from addresses to
bytes (8-bit integers). Going back to the client function of Figure 1, consider what happens when
variable x (declared at Line 30) is allocated and initialised. First, a suitable 8-byte-aligned address,
say 0b1001001000, is picked for x, avoiding other live allocations (we ignore memory exhaustion).
Variable x is then initialised by mapping the corresponding eight bytes of the memory to 0, which
amounts to storing the representation bytes of the size_t integer 0. Other allocations, stores, loads,
and deallocations (performed when the function returns) have similar semantics, manipulating
the bytewise representation state. These operations match the low-level intuitions that many
programmers have about memory—though the concrete model also allows operations that will not
be compiled soundly w.r.t. this model by conventional aliasing-aware compilers.
Going back to the client function of Figure 1, let us see what happens on integer-pointer casts
by considering the call to tag(&x, 1) on Line 32. First, note that the last three bits of the address
0b1001001000 (i.e., the value of &x) are all 0, since it is a suitably aligned (yet untagged) pointer.
In the concrete model, all integer-pointer casts—including those in the implementation of tag on
Line 14 and Line 16—are no-ops. As a consequence, the bitwise operations on Line 15 directly work
on the address of x, and produces the address 0b1001001001 returned by the function, whose tag
bits are 001. The rest of the evaluation goes on similarly, and both assertions in client succeed.
Abstract model. Let us now consider the other side of the spectrum and see how this example
is handled by abstract memory models like that of CompCert [Leroy and Blazy 2008; Leroy et al.
2012] or the original version of RefinedC [Sammler et al. 2021]. In such a model, pointers are
represented as a pair of a block identifier (typically an integer), and an offset in the corresponding
block. Memory is modeled as a finite partial map, associating block-offset pairs to either bytes
(8-bit integers) or to pointer fragments (e.g., byte 𝑛 of some pointer value). In other words, abstract
models essentially view the memory as a collection of disjoint memory blocks without concrete
addresses. Moreover, since the representation bytes of pointers are abstract pointer fragments,
interpreting them as integers leads to undefined behaviour.
In detail, declaration of the variable x on Line 30 leads to the allocation of a new abstract memory
block. Depending on the model, this abstract representation leads to undefined behaviour in different
ways: The original RefinedC memory model does not support any form of integer-pointer casts
and thus the pointer-to-integer cast on Line 14 raises undefined behaviour. The CompCert model
supports round-trip casts of pointers through integers by allowing integer variables to contain
pointer values (i.e., integer-pointer casts are defined as no-ops). However, all arithmetic operations
on integer variables containing pointers lead to undefined behaviour. Thus, in this example, such a
model would raise undefined behaviour on Line 15.
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PNVI-ae-udi. PNVI-ae-udi combines concreteness and abstraction by representing pointers as
pairs (𝜋, 𝑎), where 𝜋 is an abstract provenance (either an allocation ID, similar to the block identifiers
of an abstract model, or a symbolic provenance), and 𝑎 is a concrete address (similar to those of
concrete models). Memory is modeled using three maps: (1) a map from addresses to bytes and some
metadata, (2) a map from allocation IDs to allocation metadata recording the base address, the size,
and whether the provenance has been exposed, and (3) a map associating symbolic provenances to
either one or two allocation IDs (see §4 for more details).
Returning to the client function, the variable x declared at Line 30 is allocated at a location (𝜋, 𝑎),
where 𝜋 = @𝑖 for a fresh allocation identifier 𝑖, and 𝑎 is a concrete 8-byte-aligned address. For
simplicity, let us assume that 𝑎 is 0b1001001000, as we did for the concrete model. The interesting
parts of the execution are the calls to the tag function on Line 32 and (indirectly) on Line 35. When
evaluating tag, its argument pointer p is first cast into an integer on Line 14. In PNVI-ae-udi, this
operation is simple: the concrete address 𝑎 is used as the integer value, and the provenance 𝜋
is marked as exposed (i.e., its address has been observed). Thus, i is assigned the integer value
0b1001001000. Then, the statement on Line 15 evaluates as under a concrete model: during the call
to tag(&x, 1), the value assigned to variable new_i is 0b1001001001 (with tag bits 001).
Now, the tricky part under PNVI-ae-udi is to find a suitable provenance for the pointer with
address new_i, created using (void*) new_i on Line 16. Given the intent of the library, we would
expect this pointer to be assigned the same provenance as argument p. However, nothing in the code
makes this intent of the programmer explicit, and thus PNVI-ae-udi uses complex machinery to find
the right provenance. In particular, when casting an integer into a pointer, PNVI-ae-udi considers
the provenances of any alive and exposed allocations containing the address. In our example, 𝜋 is
one such provenance since it is alive, it was exposed by the cast (uintptr_t) p on Line 14, and
new_i is still in-bounds of the original allocation. If 𝜋 is the only option, then PNVI-ae-udi uses
it for the created pointer. However, if: (1) new_i is the address of the first byte of the allocation
with provenance 𝜋, (2) new_i is also the address one past the end of another live allocation with
provenance 𝜋 ′ (implying that 𝜋 ′ immediately precedes 𝜋 in memory), and (3) 𝜋 ′ is exposed, then
both 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ are valid choices for the pointer created on Line 16. In this case, PNVI-ae-udi relies
on a symbolic provenance to account for both options at once (recorded in map (3) of the memory
representation). This symbolic provenance is collapsed to a single option if and when some pointer
operation is done that would otherwise be undefined behaviour. In our example, the call to untag
on Line 35 can result in such a symbolic provenance (if conditions (2) and (3) above hold). The
ambiguity is resolved when px is dereferenced on Line 36. For the access to be valid, the provenance
of px must be resolved to that of x since dereferencing a one-past-the-end pointer is invalid.
Symbolic provenances allow PNVI-ae-udi to accept many programs without modification, but
come with serious downsides making it unappealing for program verification. First, all operations on
pointers need to take symbolic provenances into account, which can leads to significant complexity
and subtle corner cases (e.g., offset operations collapse a symbolic provenance if and only if the
offset is not zero). Second, symbolic provenances can appear unexpectedly since integer-to-pointer
casts are non-modular (i.e., they can be influenced by exposed allocations of unrelated code, as we
have seen in the example). Third, for verified code, symbolic provenances needlessly complicate
reasoning about integer-to-pointer casts since the programmer usually knows the provenance the
resulting pointer should have.
VIP. The key idea making our VIP memory model more suitable than PNVI-ae-udi for verification
is that it lets the programmer explicitly say which provenance should be used for the results of
integer-to-pointer casts, thus avoiding the complexities of symbolic provenances. To this end, VIP
introduces an instruction copy_alloc_id(i, p) behaving essentially like (void*)i, but assigning
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11
1 [[rc::parameters("r: {loc*Z}", "t: Z", "ty: type")]]
2 [[rc::args("r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>", "t @ int<u8>")]] 12
13
3 [[rc::requires("{0 ≤ t < TAG_MOD}")]]
14
4 [[rc::requires("[type_alive_own ty]")]]
5 [[rc::returns("{(r.1, t)} @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>")]]
6 void* tag(void* p, unsigned char t);
7
8 [[rc::parameters("r: {loc*Z}", "ty: type", "v: val")]]
9 [[rc::args("at_value<v, r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>>")]]
10 [[rc::requires("[type_alive_own ty]")]]

[[rc::returns("{r.2} @ int<u8>")]]
[[rc::ensures("v: r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>")]]
[[rc::ensures("{0 ≤ r.2 < TAG_MOD}")]]
unsigned char tag_of(void* p);

15
16 [[rc::parameters("r: {loc*Z}", "ty: type")]]
17 [[rc::args("r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>")]]
18 [[rc::requires("[type_alive_own ty]")]]
19 [[rc::returns("{r.1} @ &own<ty>")]]
20 void* untag(void* p);

Fig. 2. RefinedC specifications for the functions of the pointer tagging library.

the provenance of pointer p to the resulting pointer. It allows programmers to make their intent
clear via a small code modification. For example, the tag function is adapted by replacing the
integer-to-pointer cast (void*)new_i on Line 16 with copy_alloc_id(new_i, p).
With this modification, let us see how VIP handles the code of the client function. VIP is similar
to PNVI-ae-udi in several ways (see §3 for details). Memory locations are represented in mostly the
same way, as pairs of an abstract provenance and a concrete address. The memory is also modeled
as in PNVI-ae-udi, with two modifications: (1) the metadata associated to allocations does not track
their exposure, and (2) there is no symbolic provenance nor the associated map. Consequently, the
evaluation proceeds roughly as under the PNVI-ae-udi semantics until Line 17, where new_i is
cast into a pointer using copy_alloc_id(new_i, p). As we already saw, this construct lets the user
provide a pointer as second argument, and the provenance of this pointer is used for the newly
created pointer. In other words—unlike under the PNVI-ae-udi semantics—pointers created by an
integer-to-pointer cast have an explicit—and thus unambiguous—provenance. The most important
consequence of this is that the VIP model more easily permits modular verification. Thanks to
copy_alloc_id, tag can be verified without having to consider potentially ambiguous provenances.
2.3

Verification of a Pointer Tagging Library

We now explain how we can verify the pointer tagging library from Figure 1 using RefinedC-VIP—
our new version of the RefinedC verification framework [Sammler et al. 2021] built atop VIP.
RefinedC-VIP—like the original RefinedC—uses a type system featuring both ownership and
refinement types to enable automated verification of C code. RefinedC-VIP extends the original
RefinedC with support for integer-pointer casts and extends its standard library with types targeted
at the verification of idioms relying on integer-pointer casts. In particular, RefinedC-VIP provides
a &tagged type that allows one to generically account for the pointer tagging idiom for suitably
aligned pointers. We used this type in the specification of our example library shown in Figure 2.
Annotations and types. Each function of the pointer tagging library is given a specification—or
in other words, a RefinedC-VIP type—using annotations in the form of attributes. There are five
different kinds of annotations here, and they are the same as in the original RefinedC except for the
new type formers. They respectively specify a set of universally quantified parameters on which the
specification depends (rc::parameters), the RefinedC types for the function arguments (rc::args)
and for the return value (rc::returns), and possible pre- and post-conditions (rc::requires and
rc::ensures). Given these annotations, together with the copy_alloc_id instruction in the implementation of the tag function, RefinedC-VIP is able to verify the bulk of the specification
automatically, including all of the ownership reasoning. The remaining pure side-conditions (all
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involving bitwise operators) are solved using two extra hints in the forms of lemmas to rewrite with.
The verification process is modular: each function is type-checked independently by RefinedC.
We need to first introduce the RefinedC types used in the library. The most prominent type
here is the new tagged pointer type &tagged<n, ty>, which is parameterised by an integer n and
a RefinedC type ty. The parameter n tells us that the raw, untagged version of the considered
pointer is a multiple of n, and hence that the tag is stored in its log2 ( n) least significant bits. The
parameter ty gives the type of the memory value pointed to by the raw pointer, together with the
associated ownership. In our specifications, the value of n is fixed to be 8 through TAG_MOD, and the
type ty is universally quantified using a parameter, which means that the library can be used at
any type, although it need be verified only once. Now, additionally, it is important to note that
&tagged<n, ty> is not just a type: it is a refinement type. A refinement is similar to a parameter, but
it allows us to constrain the logical value attached to the elements of the type. Different refinement
types have different types of refinements. For example, an integer type (e.g., int<u8> in the type of
the second argument of tag) is refined by a mathematical integer t (written t @ int<u8>), and an
(untagged) pointer type (e.g., &own<ty> in the return type of untag) is refined by a memory location.
The refined tagged pointer type (written r @ &tagged<n, ty>) is refined by a pair r containing the
untagged pointer value and the integer value of the tag.
Zooming in on the specifications. Let us now have a closer look at the specifications in
Figure 2, starting with that of the tag function. It is parameterised by three universally quantified
variables bound on Line 1: (1) a pair (r) of a location and an integer used as refinement for the
type of the first argument of the function, (2) an integer t used similarly for the second argument,
and (3) the type ty of the memory owned by the pointer. The first argument of the tag function
given on the first part of Line 2—that is, the pointer to be tagged or re-tagged—is assigned the
type r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>. Although the type of the argument is that of a tagged pointer, the
type system also accepts any suitably-aligned owned pointer &own<ty> by subtyping. (And dually,
subtyping can be used to turn a tagged pointer with tag value 0 into a standard owned pointer,
which is useful to verify untag from the specification of tag.) The second argument of the function
given on the second part of Line 2—the tag value to write—is assigned the type t @ int<u8>, that is,
the type of an unsigned 8-bit integer (corresponding to C type unsigned char). On Lines 3-4 two
preconditions are given for the function: 0 ≤ t < TAG_MOD states that the tag integer t should be
in the range of valid tag values, and type_alive_own ty proves that having a pointer to memory of
type ty implies that the corresponding allocation is alive. The latter precondition is required since
VIP—like PNVI-ae-udi—only allows pointer-to-integer casts for pointers that are alive. Note that
this condition always trivially holds for common types like integers, owned pointers or structures
containing only the former, since they directly own the necessary resources to prove the predicate.
Finally, the last annotation given on Line 5 specifies that the return type of the function is a tagged
pointer with refinement (r.1, t). This means that the result has the same underlying raw pointer
as the argument, but the tag is updated to t.
The specifications of untag and tag_of are similar, so we just point out a few key details. The
return type of untag is a standard RefinedC owned pointer {r.1} @ &own<ty>, which is refined
by the memory location taken from the refinement r of the tagged pointer argument. The type
of the argument of tag_of is wrapped into the at_value<v, ...> type that gives the value of the
argument the name v. This name is used in the postcondition on Line 12 to return the ownership
of the tagged pointer that was passed in this argument.
Proof outline for the tag function. Having seen the specification of the library functions,
let us now consider the proof outline of Figure 3, which sketches the process followed by the
RefinedC-VIP automation to verify the tag function. At the beginning of the function, we can see
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1 [[rc::parameters("r: {loc * Z}", "t: Z", "ty: type")]]
2 [[rc::args("r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>", "t @ int<u8>")]]
3 [[rc::requires("{0 ≤ t < TAG_MOD}", "[type_alive_own ty]")]]
4 [[rc::returns("{(r.1, t)} @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>")]]
5 void* tag(void* p, unsigned char t){
6
// {p: r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>, t: t @ int<u8>, 0
7
uintptr_t i = (uintptr_t) p;
8
9
10
11
12
13

≤

t < TAG_MOD, type_alive_own ty}

// {p: r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>, ..., i: (add_offset(r.1, r.2)) @ intptr<uintptr_t>}
// {p: r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>, ..., i: (r.1.1 + r.2) @ int<uintptr_t>}
uintptr_t new_i = (i & ~TAG_MASK) | t;
// {p: ..., ..., new_i: (((r.1.2 + r.2) & ~TAG_MASK) | t) @ int<uintptr_t>}
// {p: ..., ..., new_i: (r.1.2 + t) @ int<uintptr_t>}
void *q = copy_alloc_id(new_i, p);

16

// {p: r @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>, ..., new_i: ..., q = val_of_loc((r.1.1, r.1.2 + t))}
// {p = val_of_loc(r.1), own r.1: ty, ..., new_i: ..., q = val_of_loc((r.1.1, r.1.2 + t))}
// {..., new_i: ..., q: ((r.1.1, r.1.2), t) @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>}

17

// {..., new_i: ..., q: (r.1, t) @ &tagged<TAG_MOD, ty>}

18

return q;

14
15

19 }

Fig. 3. Informal Hoare-style proof outline for the verification of the tag function.

on Line 6 that the proof state holds the type assignments for the two arguments as well as the two
preconditions. Then, at the point of the pointer-to-integer cast on Line 7, a typing rule for casts
on type &tagged is applied. It consumes ownership of the type assignment for p, and gives it back
together with a type assignment for the result of the cast. On Line 8, we can see that variable i
is assigned type (add_offset(r.1, r.2)) @ intptr<uintptr_t>. It corresponds to an integer type
whose underlying representation is a pointer value, and we will see how it is useful in §2.4. Note
however, that it is refined by the actual pointer value stored in p, which is computed as an offset
from the raw (untagged) pointer value with the current tag value. On Line 9, a subtyping rule is used
to change the type of i into a standard integer, and the refinement is accordingly expressed with
addition on integers (instead of pointer operation add_offset). Several typing rules for arithmetic
operations on integers are then applied on Line 10, resulting in a type assignment of variable new_i
on Line 11 with a corresponding sequence of mathematical operations. After several arithmetic
simplifications, using the fact (derived from the type assignment of p) that r.1.2 is a multiple of 8,
we finally obtain (r.1.2 + t) @ int<uintptr_t> as a type of new_i on Line 12.
At this point, all the arithmetic is done, and it remains to perform the integer-to-pointer cast of
Line 13. To this end, the RefinedC-VIP typing rule for copy_alloc_id is applied, consuming the
ownership associated to new_i, and giving it back when done. As we can see on Line 14, the rule
provides us with a predicate q = val_of_loc((r.1.1, r.1.2 + t)), telling us that the value q is a
pointer value whose provenance is taken from r, and hence that it is the same as that of the pointer
the function received as argument. As expected, the address of q is also computed from that same
pointer together with the new tag value t. Now, the last steps of the proof are all about transferring
ownership from the type assignment of the argument p, to obtain a type assignment for q. On
Line 15, the type assignment of p is decomposed into a definition for the value p and the actual
ownership associated to the raw pointer. This ownership is then recomposed with the definition of
the value q to obtain a type assignment for q on Line 16. And finally, the refinement is simplified
on Line 17 to match the specified type for the return value of the function.
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Round-Trip Casts

As we have seen in §2.2 and §2.3, the VIP model requires integer-to-pointer casts like (void*)i
to be turned into copy_alloc_id(i, p), where p is a pointer value holding a provenance that is
suitable for the resulting pointer. However, there are situations where such a pointer p is not
directly available. In particular, much systems C code uses pointers and integers interchangeably.
Hence, it is common that, instead of a suitable pointer p, one only has access to an integer ip that
was obtained from p using a pointer-to-integer cast. Two real-world examples of this are the early
allocator of the pKVM hypervisor [pKVM developers 2020] (discussed in §7.1), which stores the
address of its memory pool in an integer variable, and the OCaml language runtime, which encodes
both (aligned) pointers and 63-bit integers in a 64-bit integer [Leroy and Doligez 1996].
In both examples, an integer ip obtained from a pointer-to-integer cast is available, and casting
it back into a pointer would amount to completing a round-trip cast. To allow using such an integer
ip as a source of provenance for copy_alloc_id, the VIP memory model—unlike PNVI-ae-udi—
continues to track the provenance of a pointer in integers obtained from a pointer-to-integer
cast until arithmetic is performed on it. As a consequence, a normal integer-to-pointer cast like
(void*) ip can be used to obtain a valid pointer—with the initial provenance—which can in turn
be used as second argument of copy_alloc_id.
2.5 Relating VIP and PNVI-ae-udi
As we have seen in the previous section, VIP and PNVI-ae-udi differ in four main ways. On the one
hand, PNVI-ae-udi tracks (1) ambiguities in provenance and (2) provenance exposure whereas VIP
does not. On the other hand, (3) VIP tracks provenance in integers (in a limited way, for round-trip
casts) whereas PNVI-ae-udi does not, and (4) VIP relies on the copy_alloc_id primitive, which is
not available in PNVI-ae-udi.
Despite these differences, our main theorem (Theorem 3 in §5) establishes that VIP can be soundly
implemented atop PNVI-ae-udi. The proof of that theorem crucially relies on the fact that VIP
can have more undefined behaviour than PNVI-ae-udi. For example, when an integer-to-pointer
cast leads to a pointer with an ambiguous provenance in PNVI-ae-udi, it is perfectly fine in VIP to
choose either one of the two possible provenances (difference 1 above). Intuitively, this divergence
between the semantics is tolerable because there are two possible outcomes for such a choice. One
possibility is that PNVI-ae-udi eventually resolves the ambiguity consistently with the choice made
by VIP (or never needs to make a choice), in which case the two semantics stay in sync. The other
possibility is that PNVI-ae-udi eventually resolves the ambiguity differently from how VIP did;
however, in this case the very fact that PNVI-ae-udi resolved the ambiguity means that the choice
PNVI-ae-udi didn’t make (i.e., the one VIP did) leads to undefined behaviour, so the soundness
proof of VIP becomes trivial.
To be sound w.r.t. PNVI-ae-udi, VIP must also ensure that each provenance that it reconstructs
for a pointer has previously been exposed under PNVI-ae-udi, despite the fact that VIP does not
explicitly track exposure (difference 2 above). There are two different situations in which such a
provenance is constructed. First, after a round-trip cast, the provenance of the original pointer
(stored in the integer) is preserved, which is justified by the fact that only exposed provenances can
appear in integers. Second, when an integer is cast into a pointer using copy_alloc_id, then the
exposure is forced on the PNVI-ae-udi side by using the following implementation of the primitive.
void *copy_alloc_id(uintptr_t i, void *p){ (uintptr_t) p; return (void*) i; }

First, the pointer p is cast into an integer (that is discarded) to force the exposure of its provenance.
Then, the expected integer-to-pointer cast is performed. At this point the provenance of p is known
to be exposed and thus it can be used as the provenance of the resulting pointer.
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(Location)
(Pointer val.)
(C type)
(Value)

ℓ ::= (𝜋, 𝑎)
𝑝 ::=

(Rel. op.)

(Mem. event)

| ℓ |

𝜏 ::= 𝜏 [𝑛] |
𝑣 ::=
|

(Arith. op.)

NULL

funptr ( ident)

int (𝛼)

pointer (𝜏, 𝑝)
struct ( T,

| ...
|

integer (𝛼, 𝑥)

|

unspec (𝜏)

|

array (𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣 𝑛 )

[f1 = 𝑣 1 ; . . . ; f𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛 ]) | . . .

⊙ ::= ≤ | < | ≥ | > | = | ≠
⊕ ::= + | − | × | . . .
𝑒 ::= allocate(al, 𝜏) = 𝑝 | kill(𝑝) = () | load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣 | store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = ()
| diff_pval(𝜏, 𝑝 1, 𝑝 2 ) = 𝑥 | rel_op_pval(⊙, 𝑝 1, 𝑝 2 ) = 𝑏
| eq_pval(𝑝 1, 𝑝 2 ) = 𝑏 | rel_op_ival(⊙, 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) = 𝑏
| arith_bin_op(⊕, 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) = 𝑥 | array_offset(𝑝 1, 𝜏, 𝑛) = 𝑝 2
| member_offset(𝑝 1, T, f ) = 𝑝 2 | cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝
| cast_pval_to_ival(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑥 | copy_alloc_id(𝑥, 𝑝 1 ) = 𝑝 2

Fig. 4. Definition of memory events and other objects that are part of the common memory interface. They
rely on an abstract notion of provenance (meta-variable 𝜋) and integer value (meta-variable 𝑥).

3

THE VIP MEMORY MODEL

In this section we formally present our VIP memory model. We first define a common memory
interface (§3.1), shared by VIP and PNVI-ae-udi, to make the two precisely comparable. It is based
on the interface used by the Cerberus C semantics [Memarian et al. 2019, 2016], giving confidence
that it can handle a wide range of C code. The memory models are expressed as transition systems
labeled with a parameterised form of memory event, instantiated for VIP (§3.2) and for PNVI-ae-udi
(§4). The VIP memory state is defined in §3.3, and examples of reduction rules shown in §3.4.
3.1

Common Memory Model Interface

We first define a notion of memory event, shown in Figure 4, that is common to VIP and PNVI-ae-udi.
Memory events and the associated objects are parameterised over a notion of “pointer provenance”
(meta-variable 𝜋) and a notion of “integer value” (meta-variable 𝑥). Additionally, the definitions
of Figure 4 use metavariables: 𝑎 ∈ address (with address ≜ Z) for a concrete address, ident for a
function symbol, 𝛼 for an integer type description, al ∈ N for an alignment constraint, 𝑛 ∈ N for a
natural number, T for a C struct or union, and f for a field name.
A memory location ℓ is defined to be a pair of an abstract provenance (defined in §3.2 for VIP)
and a concrete address. A pointer value 𝑝 is either the constant NULL, a location, or a function
pointer identified by the corresponding (unique) function symbol. We assume for convenience that
every function symbol ident is associated to a concrete address 𝑎 = address_of_function( ident).
Our memory interface uses C types to describe the layout of memory, and (inductively defined)
structured values. We leave out some details of these definitions here, as they are orthogonal to
the presentation of the memory model. We however assume that there is a function sizeof(𝜏) on C
types, giving the number of bytes occupied by a value of type 𝜏.
After the definition of the relational and arithmetic operators, we get to memory events. These are
formed of a name (in bold) describing the operation, a set of input parameters (in parentheses), and a
result value. For example, allocate(al, 𝜏) = 𝑝 corresponds to the allocation of an object at the address
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𝑝. The alignment parameter al indicates that the resulting pointer 𝑝 should have an address which
is a multiple of al, and the parameter 𝜏 indicates the type (and hence the size) of the allocation. The
other forms of memory events are similar, so we will not describe all of them in detail. Note however
that, since our memory model needs to precisely track the provenance of pointers, memory events
are not restricted to the usual allocation, deallocation, load and store operations (i.e., the first line of
memory events in the figure). Instead, arithmetic operations (on pointers and on integers) as well as
conversions between pointers and integers are also considered to be memory events. For example,
diff_pval(𝜏, 𝑝 1, 𝑝 2 ) = 𝑥 corresponds to the pointer difference operation, array_offset(𝑝 1, 𝜏, 𝑛) = 𝑝 2
to the pointer offset operation, and cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝 to the integer-to-pointer cast
operation. The last memory event in the figure, copy_alloc_id(𝑥, 𝑝 1 ) = 𝑝 2 , corresponds to uses of
the copy_alloc_id instruction introduced in §2, and we will go in more detail about it in §3.4.
3.2

Instantiation of the Memory Interface for VIP

To instantiate the common memory interface defined in the previous section for VIP, we need to
give concrete definitions of pointer provenance and integer value.
(provenance) 𝜋 ::= @empty | @𝑖

(Integer value) 𝑥 ::= Loc(ℓ) | Int (𝑧 ∈ Z)

A pointer either has the empty provenance or an allocation identifier 𝑖 ∈ alloc_id (with alloc_id ≜
Z). Integer values can be either locations ℓ or integers 𝑧, and we define the function to_int (𝑥)
converting integer values into integers as to_int (Loc((𝜋, 𝑧))) = to_int (Int (𝑧)) = 𝑧. Note that this
representation of integers values lets VIP track pointer provenance via integers. As discussed in
§2.4, this allows supporting round-trip casts in cases where no pointer with a suitable provenance
is available to use as the second argument of the copy_alloc_id instruction.
3.3

Memory State of VIP

VIP is modeled as a labeled transition system over the state of the memory. We now precisely define
what this state is. As one would expect, it needs to account for bytes of data stored in memory.
They are here referred to as memory bytes, and defined as follows.
(Byte) b ::=

unspec

| 𝑧 ∈ [0 .. 255]

(Mem. byte)

mb ::= (𝜋, 𝑏,

none

| 𝑛 ∈ N)

A memory byte contains the description of a concrete byte 𝑏 (which may be unspecified), together
with two pieces of metadata. The first is the pointer provenance 𝜋 associated to the byte (which may
be @empty if there is no such provenance), and the second is an optional pointer fragment index 𝑛
(or none) used in the representation of pointer values. Pointer values are formed of a sequence of
memory bytes with consecutive fragment indices, starting at 0; we return to that later.
A state Σ of the memory in VIP is a pair (𝐴, 𝑀) of an allocation map and a heap.
𝐴 : alloc_id ⇀ {base : address; length : N; killed : B}

𝑀 : address ⇀ mbyte

The map 𝐴 associates allocation identifiers (as found in the provenance of pointers) to corresponding
allocation meta-data containing: the base address of the allocation, its length as a number of bytes,
and a boolean indicating whether the allocation has been killed (i.e., deallocated). In the following,
we will use killed and alive as synonyms of true and false for more clarity.
The heap 𝑀 maps concrete addresses to memory bytes, and we have dom(𝑀) ⊆ valid_addresses.
The set valid_addresses is defined to only contain addresses that are representable on the pointers
of the considered architecture, excluding the value 0 which is reserved for NULL, and excluding the
last address of the address space to ensure that a pointer one past the end of an allocation never
wraps around to 0. Moreover, it is enforced that the valid addresses do not intersect with code
segments. As a consequence, the address of function pointers is not in valid_addresses.
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To ensure that one only works with valid addresses, the set of addresses that are considered upon
allocation is suitably restricted. This set is defined by function new_alloc(𝐴, al, 𝑎) given below.
live_addresses(𝐴) ≜ ∪ (𝑖 ↦→ (𝑎,𝑛,alive)) ∈𝐴 [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1]




 divides(al, 𝑎) ∧ 𝑛 > 0 ∧



new_alloc(𝐴, al, 𝑛) ≜ 𝑎 [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1] ⊆ valid_addresses ∧



[𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1] ∩ live_addresses(𝐴) = ∅ 


An address 𝑎 is considered for an allocation if four conditions are satisfied. First, the address should
be aligned according to the given alignment constraint al, and the requested allocation size 𝑛 should
be strictly greater than zero. Then, the address range [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1] corresponding to the footprint
of the potential allocation should only contain valid addresses, and it should not intersect with
addresses in the range of live allocations (described by live_addresses(𝐴)).
Relating structured values and memory bytes. As we will see in §3.4, the rules for the
memory events load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣 and store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = () need to convert between two value representations: the structured values appearing in the events, and the memory bytes actually stored
on the heap. These two representations are related using two functions: a total function repr(𝑣)
mapping a memory value to its representation as a sequence of memory bytes; and a partial function
abst(𝐴, 𝜏, bs) interpreting the list of memory bytes bs as a structured value of C type 𝜏. The abst
function also takes the allocation map 𝐴 as argument, as it must checks allocation bounds in some
cases. The definitions of the two functions, which is quite subtle due to the fact that we support
manipulating representation bytes of pointers, can be found in Lepigre et al. [2021a, §A].
3.4

Step Relation and Rules
𝑒

Let us now consider the VIP step relation (−
→VIP ). We write Σ →
− VIP Σ ′ if the memory event 𝑒 can
be used to transition from the starting state Σ = (𝐴, 𝑀) to the end state Σ ′ = (𝐴 ′, 𝑀 ′). We say that
a memory event 𝑒 has undefined behaviour (UB) in state Σ if there is no end state Σ ′ to which a
transition can be made. The step relation (−
→VIP ) is defined by a set of rules, a selection of which is
displayed in Figure 5. A transition appears as the conclusion of each rule, but the memory event
labeling it is shown in square brackets next to the rule’s name, above the premises.
Operations on memory. Starting at the top of Figure 5, VIP-alloc handles allocation with
memory event allocate(al, 𝜏) = 𝑝. Its premises require that the returned pointer value should be a
location (@𝑖, 𝑎) (last premise), where 𝑖 is a fresh allocation identifier (second premise), and 𝑎 is
a suitable address for an allocation of size 𝑛 (third premise), where 𝑛 = sizeof(𝜏) (first premise).
When the rule is applied, the state (𝐴, 𝑀) is modified in two ways. First, a new allocation with
identifier 𝑖 is recorded in 𝐴: its base address is 𝑎, its size is 𝑛 bytes, and it is initially alive (i.e., not
deallocated). Second, the footprint of the allocation is updated in the heap 𝑀: all bytes are mapped
to uninitialised memory bytes (whose second component is unspec).
Rule VIP-kill handles deallocation using event kill(𝑝) = (). It requires argument 𝑝 to be a location
(@𝑖, 𝑎) (first premise), and corresponding allocation 𝑖 to be alive and to have base address 𝑎 (second
premise). When the rule applies, the resulting state records the fact that 𝑖 was killed.
Rules VIP-load and VIP-store handle events load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣 and store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = () respectively.
Both rules require 𝑝 to be a location (@𝑖, 𝑎) (first premise), with the corresponding allocation being
alive (second premise), and the footprint of the operation should be in bounds of the allocation
(third premise). Rule VIP-load then interprets the memory bytes stored at that footprint using
the abst function, and it leaves the state unchanged. Rule VIP-store updates the heap using the
appropriate memory bytes obtained with the repr function.
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VIP-alloc [allocate(al, 𝜏) = 𝑝]

𝑛 = sizeof(𝜏)

𝑖 ∉ dom(𝐴)

𝑎 ∈ new_alloc(𝐴, al, 𝑛)

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴[𝑖 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑛, alive)], 𝑀 [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1 ↦→ (@empty, unspec, none)])
VIP-kill [kill(𝑝) = ()]

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)

VIP-arith-op [arith_bin_op(⊕, 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) = 𝑥]

𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎, 𝑛, alive)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴[𝑖 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑛, killed)], 𝑀)

𝑥 = Int (to_int (𝑥 1 ) ⊕ to_int (𝑥 2 ))
(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)
VIP-load [load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣]

VIP-store [store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = ()]

𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 , alive)
𝑛 = sizeof(𝜏)
[𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1] ⊆ [𝑎𝑖 .. 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑛𝑖 − 1]

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)
𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 , alive)
[𝑎 .. 𝑎 + sizeof(𝜏) − 1] ⊆ [𝑎𝑖 .. 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑛𝑖 − 1]
𝑣 = abst(𝐴, 𝜏, 𝑀 [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + sizeof(𝜏) − 1])

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀 [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛 − 1 ↦→ repr(𝑣)])

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)

VIP-p-i-cast [cast_pval_to_ival(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑥]

VIP-copy-a-id [copy_alloc_id(𝑥, 𝑝 1 ) = 𝑝 2 ]

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)
𝐴(𝑖) = (_, _, alive)

𝑝 1 = (@𝑖, _)
𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎, 𝑛, alive)
to_int (𝑥) ∈ [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛]
𝑝 2 = (@𝑖, to_int (𝑥))

𝑥 = Loc((@𝑖, 𝑎))
𝑎 ∈ value_range (𝜏)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)

VIP-i-p-cast-1 [cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝]

VIP-i-p-cast-2 [cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝]

𝑥 = Loc((@𝑖, 𝑎))
𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 , alive)
𝑎 ∈ [𝑎𝑖 .. 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑛𝑖 ]
𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)

𝑥 = Int (𝑧)
𝑧 ∈ valid_addresses
𝑝 = (@empty, 𝑧)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)

(𝐴, 𝑀) →
− VIP (𝐴, 𝑀)

Fig. 5. A selection of VIP reduction rules.

Pointer-to-integer casts and arithmetic. Consider VIP-p-i-cast: one of the three VIP rules
for integer-to-pointer cast events cast_pval_to_ival(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑥. Unlike its sibling rules (found in
Lepigre et al. [2021a, §B]), which are used when 𝑝 is NULL or a function pointers, VIP-p-i-cast applies
when 𝑝 is a location (@𝑖, 𝑎) (first premise), whose corresponding allocation is alive (third premise),
and whose address is representable in the specified integer type (last premise). The result value of
the operation is an integer value representing location (@𝑖, 𝑎) (second premise), and the memory
state is unchanged. Importantly, note that the whole location is preserved, and not simply its
address. Hence, provenance @𝑖 is effectively stored in the integer value. This is key to the handling
of round-trip casts as discussed in §2.4. Indeed, rule VIP-i-p-cast-1 can then be used on such an
integer value to get a pointer with the original provenance, without relying on copy_alloc_id.
Nonetheless, provenance can only flow via integers in a limited way. Any arithmetic operation leads to the provenance being lost, as can be seen in rule VIP-arith-op, handling event
arith_bin_op(⊕, 𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) = 𝑥. By using the to_int function on the operands 𝑥 1 and 𝑥 2 in the first
premise, all provenance information is lost. The result value is hence a simple integer—with no
provenance—on which rule VIP-i-p-cast-1 does not apply.
Copying the provenance of a pointer. To construct a pointer with a non-empty provenance—
that can potentially be used for memory accesses—from an integer on which arithmetic has been
performed, the special copy_alloc_id instruction needs to be used. Its semantics is reflected by rule
VIP-copy-a-id, which handles memory events of the form copy_alloc_id(𝑥, 𝑝 1 ) = 𝑝 2 . The premises
of the rule indicate that 𝑝 1 is expected to be a location with provenance @𝑖 (first premise), where 𝑖
identifies a live allocation (second premise), and the integer value of 𝑥 should be in bounds or one
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past the end of that allocation (third premise). The result 𝑝 2 of the operation is then defined (in the
last premise) to be a location whose provenance is that of 𝑝 2 and whose address is 𝑥.
The second and third premises of VIP-copy-a-id are needed for the VIP semantics of copy_alloc_id
to match the PNVI-ae-udi semantics of its implementation. In particular, note that integer-to-pointer
casts under PNVI-ae-udi (including that in the implementation of copy_alloc_id) only consider
provenances that are alive and for which the integer is in bounds (or one past the end). Hence, a
matching requirement is necessary in VIP-copy-a-id to enforce soundness w.r.t. PNVI-ae-udi.
Concretely, consider the program shown on the right: If 1 int x = 42;
out-of-bounds, non-one-past-the-end pointers were allowed 2 uintptr_t i = (uintptr_t) &x;
to be created with copy_alloc_id, then this program would be 3 i = i + 2 * sizeof(int);
_
_
valid under VIP and yet have UB under PNVI-ae-udi, precisely 4 int *px = copy alloc id(i, &x);
5 assert(*(px - 2) == 42);
the situation we don’t want to arise. To see this, note that the
pointer px created on Line 4 is clearly out of bounds and not one past the end of the allocation of x.
It is however brought back in bounds using an offset operation before being dereferenced on Line 5,
at an address that is exactly that of &x. The reason why this program has UB under PNVI-ae-udi is
that the provenance of &x is not a valid option for px on Line 4, at the time of the integer-to-pointer
cast found in the expansion of copy_alloc_id. As a consequence, the load operation *(px - 2) on
Line 5 has UB since the provenance of the pointer in px is not that of x. On the other hand, without
the second and third premises of VIP-copy-a-id, neither Line 4 nor Line 5 would raise UB under VIP,
and the program would have well-defined behaviour.
Integer-pointer casts. The last two rules of Figure 5 handle event cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝,
corresponding to an integer-to-pointer cast. Rule VIP-i-p-cast-1 is used, as mentioned previously,
when the integer value 𝑥 stores a location. Rule VIP-i-p-cast-2 is used when 𝑥 is just an integer,
with no provenance, in which case the resulting location has provenance @empty. Note however
that the integer 𝑧 is required to be in the set of valid addresses, which rules out 0 and function
pointers. They are handled using a separate rule.
4

DEFINITION OF PNVI-AE-UDI

In this section, we highlight key aspects of the PNVI-ae-udi memory model [Gustedt et al. 2020;
Memarian et al. 2019], and its main differences with VIP. First, in §4.1, we instantiate the memory
interface of §3.1 for PNVI-ae-udi. We then define the PNVI-ae-udi memory state in §4.2, before
considering examples of reduction rules that we compare with those of VIP in §4.3. Finally, in §4.4,
we discuss differences with PNVI-ae-udi as formalised by Gustedt et al. [2020].
4.1

Instantiation of the Memory Interface for PNVI-ae-udi

Let us now instantiate the memory interface of §3.1 for PNVI-ae-udi, as we did for VIP in §3.2. To
this end, we define pointer provenance and integer values as follows.
(provenance) 𝜋 ::= @empty | @𝑖 | 𝜄

(Integer value) 𝑥 ::= 𝑧 ∈ Z

Like in VIP, pointer provenance can be @empty, and it can also refer to an allocation by its identifier
𝑖 as in @𝑖. However, a key feature of PNVI-ae-udi is that symbolic provenances 𝜄 are used to deal
with ambiguities arising at integer-to-pointer cast. Indeed, an integer may in some cases represent
an address that is both one past the end of an allocation, and at the start of an adjacent one.
PNVI-ae-udi, unlike its PVI sibling [Memarian et al. 2019] or VIP, does not track pointer provenance via integers. Hence, integer values are just simple integers, and all provenance information
is thus lost on pointer-to-integer casts. Nonetheless, PNVI-ae-udi supports round-trip casts of
pointers, even for one-past-the-end addresses, thanks to exposure and symbolic provenances.
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PNVI-ae-udi Memory State

The state of memory in PNVI-ae-udi is defined to be a tuple (𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀), where 𝐴 and 𝑀 are an
allocation map and a heap similar to those of VIP, and 𝑆 is a map used to track symbolic provenances.
𝐴 : alloc_id ⇀ {base : address; length : N; killed : B; exposed : B; }
𝑆 : provenance_symbol ⇀ {𝑠 ∈ P (alloc_id) | card (𝑠) ∈ {1, 2}}

𝑀 : address ⇀ mbyte

Note that the allocations recorded in 𝐴 contain one more information compared to those of VIP,
namely a boolean indicating whether the provenance of the allocation has been exposed. Indeed, as
was mentioned in §2, PNVI-ae-udi restricts the reconstruction of a provenance on integer-to-pointer
cast to those provenances that have been exposed. As we will shortly see, the exposed flag of an
allocation is set when a pointer to that allocation is cast into an integer. In the following, we use
exposed and unexposed as synonyms of true and false for clarity.
The symbolic provenance map 𝑆 associates either one or two allocation identifiers to all provenance symbols in existence. Whenever the provenance of a pointer is ambiguous, and could thus
be either 𝑖 1 or 𝑖 2 , a new symbol 𝜄 is introduced and a mapping 𝜄 ↦→ {𝑖 1, 𝑖 2 } is inserted into 𝑆. If on a
further operation it become apparent that one of the options, say 𝑖 2 , is invalid, then it is removed
and the mapping is updated to be 𝜄 ↦→ {𝑖 1 }. In this latter case, the symbol 𝜄 is intuitively defined to
be 𝑖 1 , but an indirection is kept as part of 𝑆.
Note that the heap 𝑀 uses the same representation of memory bytes as VIP. In fact, like VIP,
PNVI-ae-udi relies on repr and abst functions to convert between structured values appearing in
the load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣 and store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = () events, and the memory bytes stored in 𝑀. As for VIP,
the definition of these functions is intricate to handle manipulations of representation bytes of
pointers. Note however that different definitions are used for the two memory models, since they
have a different notion provenance, and the PNVI-ae-udi version also take exposure into account.
The precise definition of repr and abst for PNVI-ae-udi is given in Lepigre et al. [2021a, §D].
4.3

PNVI-ae-udi Step Relation and Rules
𝑒

PNVI-ae-udi has a relation (−
→PNVI ) similar to (−
→VIP ): (𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴 ′, 𝑆 ′, 𝑀 ′) indicates that
the memory event 𝑒 can be used to transition from state (𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) to state Σ ′ = (𝐴 ′, 𝑆 ′, 𝑀 ′), and 𝑒
has UB in a given state if no transition can be made. A selection of PNVI-ae-udi reduction rules is
shown in Figure 6, focusing on integer-pointer cast operations.
Allocation, deallocation, load and store. The VIP rules VIP-alloc, VIP-kill, VIP-load and
VIP-store from Figure 5 all have essentially identical counterparts in PNVI-ae-udi (not shown here,
see Lepigre et al. [2021a, §E]), the only difference being that the exposed flag is set to exposed in the
allocation rule, and ignored by the other operations. However, PNVI-ae-udi also requires another set
of rules to handle the case where the pointer value 𝑝 in the events kill(𝑝) = (), load(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑣 and
store(𝜏, 𝑝, 𝑣) = () has a symbolic provenance, and is thus of the form (𝜄, 𝑎). We give one example
of such rule in Figure 6: PNVI-kill-𝜄 . Its second premise requires 𝜄 to be matched to an allocation
identifier 𝑖 whose corresponding allocation has base address 𝑎 and has not yet been killed. Note
that there can be at most one such 𝑖, since live allocations are always pairwise disjoint. In the case
where 𝑆 (𝜄) has two elements, the application of the rule thus eliminates one of the possibilities. We
can see that the end state of the rule not only marks the allocation 𝑖 as killed, but it also enforces
that 𝜄 only has one associated allocation identifier, namely 𝑖.
Pointer-to-integer cast. We now consider two main PNVI-ae-udi rules for pointer-to-integer
casts on a pointer value of the form (𝜋, 𝑎). The former, PNVI-p-i-cast is essentially similar to the
VIP rule VIP-p-i-cast—since it handles that case where 𝜋 = @𝑖—with two main differences. First,
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PNVI-kill-𝜄 [kill(𝑝) = ()]

𝑝 = (𝜄, 𝑎)

∃𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 (𝜄), 𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎, 𝑛, alive, 𝑡)

(𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴[𝑖 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑛, killed, 𝑡)], 𝑆 [𝜄 ↦→ {𝑖}], 𝑀)
PNVI-p-i-cast [cast_pval_to_ival(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑥]

𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑎)

𝐴(𝑖) = (_, _, alive, _)

𝑎 ∈ value_range (𝜏)

𝑥 =𝑎

(𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴[𝑖 ↦→ (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 , alive, exposed)], 𝑆, 𝑀)
PNVI-p-i-cast-𝜄 [cast_pval_to_ival(𝜏, 𝑝) = 𝑥]

PNVI-i-p-cast [cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝]

𝑝 = (𝜄, 𝑎)
∃𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 (𝜄), 𝐴(𝑖) = (_, _, alive, _)
𝑎 ∈ value_range (𝜏)
𝑥 =𝑎

∃!𝑖, 𝐴(𝑖) = (𝑎, 𝑛, alive, exposed)
𝑥 ∈ [𝑎 .. 𝑎 + 𝑛]
𝑝 = (@𝑖, 𝑥)

(𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀)

(𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀)

PNVI-i-p-cast-𝜄 [cast_ival_to_pval(𝜏, 𝑥) = 𝑝]

∃𝑖 1, 𝐴(𝑖 1 ) = (𝑎 1, 𝑛 1, alive, exposed)
∃𝑖 2, 𝐴(𝑖 2 ) = (𝑎 2, 𝑛 2, alive, exposed)
𝑖1 ≠ 𝑖2
𝜄 ∉ dom(𝑆)

𝑥 ∈ [𝑎 1 .. 𝑎 1 + 𝑛 1 ]
𝑥 ∈ [𝑎 1 .. 𝑎 2 + 𝑛 2 ]
𝑝 = (𝜄, 𝑥)

(𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑀) →
− PNVI (𝐴, 𝑆 [𝜄 ↦→ {𝑖 1, 𝑖 2 }], 𝑀)
Fig. 6. A selection of PNVI-ae-udi reduction rules.

the obtained integer value does not carry a provenance, since integer values are only integers in
PNVI-ae-udi. And second, the PNVI-ae-udi rule performs the extra duty of marking the allocation
as being exposed in the end state.
The second PNVI-ae-udi rule, PNVI-p-i-cast-𝜄 , handles the case where 𝜋 = 𝜄, for which the second
premise only requires 𝜄 to be mapped to some 𝑖 such that the corresponding allocation is alive.
Note that in the case where 𝜄 is mapped to two allocations identifiers, then we do not know how
to resolve the ambiguity, and hence the map 𝑆 is not modified in the end state. Also, symbolic
provenances can only be mapped to allocation identifiers that have been exposed, so there is no
need to update 𝐴 as in the conclusion of PNVI-p-i-cast.
Integer-to-pointer cast. We now consider the integer-to-pointer cast operation, which is
responsible for the introduction of new symbolic provenances in the case of an ambiguity. Let
us first consider the rule PNVI-i-p-cast, which applies when the provenance to be reconstructed
is unambiguous, as hinted by its first two premises. Indeed, they require that there is a unique
allocation identifier 𝑖 such that the corresponding allocation is alive, and the integer 𝑥 is in bounds
or one past the end of that allocation. In this case, since there is no other possibility, the provenance
@𝑖 is picked for the result pointer 𝑝 in the last premise.
If on the other hand there are two different possible candidate allocation identifiers 𝑖 1 and 𝑖 2 , then
the rule PNVI-i-p-cast-𝜄 applies. In this case, a fresh provenance symbol 𝜄 is picked, and mapped to
the set {𝑖 1, 𝑖 2 } in the end state. The ambiguity is then tracked until it can be resolved by a subsequent
operation that would only be valid with one of the two choices. Note that there can never be more
than two candidate allocation identifiers, since an ambiguity only exists in the case where 𝑥 is
the address of the first byte of a live allocation which is immediately preceded by another live
allocation (to which it points one past the end).
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Implementation of copy_alloc_id. The copy_alloc_id instruction is a VIP-specific primitive:
it is not directly supported by PNVI-ae-udi. However, to execute programs verified against VIP on
PNVI-ae-udi-compliant implementations, we use the following implementation of copy_alloc_id:
void *copy_alloc_id(uintptr_t i, void *p){ (uintptr_t) p; return (void*) i; }

In terms of the PNVI-ae-udi memory model, this implementation produces two distinct events: (1) a
cast_pval_to_ival event on the pointer-to-integer cast (uintptr_t) p, which has the side-effect of
forcing the exposure of the provenance of p, and (2) a cast_ival_to_pval event on the actual integerto-pointer cast (void*) i, upon which the resulting pointer may receive the provenance of p that
was exposed by the former event. We will see in §5 how these two PNVI-ae-udi events are related
to a VIP copy_alloc_id(𝑥, 𝑝 1 ) = 𝑝 2 event to establish the soundness of VIP w.r.t. PNVI-ae-udi.
One remaining issue needs to be addressed with the above implementation of copy_alloc_id:
since it is a function, additional events—not produced by VIP—are generated when allocating and
deallocating its arguments. However, we can easily make sure that corresponding events also arise
in VIP by wrapping the copy_alloc_id primitive into a similar function.
4.4

Differences from Previous Presentations of PNVI-ae-udi

To simplify the presentation and ease the statement of our soundness result in §5, our version of
PNVI-ae-udi slightly differs from the formalisation of Gustedt et al. [2020]. Unlike in the original
presentation, we only allow the allocation of objects (i.e., variables) and not of memory regions (i.e.,
heap allocations). We also do not support read-only allocations, nor the representation of floating
point numbers. Nonetheless, we do not expect that it would be difficult to add these features to VIP
and to our presentation of PNVI-ae-udi, since they are orthogonal to integer-pointer casts.
The original presentation of PNVI-ae-udi is parameterised by a number of switches influencing
the behaviour of the model. In this paper, we have chosen to use both strict-pointer-eqality
and zombie-pointers-allow-all-in-bounds-arithmetic. Moreover, we make the assumption
that all pointer types have the same size, which is true in all current mainstream architectures.
Finally, we made a few cosmetic changes that do not influence the behaviour of PNVI-ae-udi.
For example, the allocation map 𝐴 uses a specific variant for the case of killed allocations in the
original presentation, while we instead rely on a boolean flag to match VIP better.
5

SOUNDNESS OF VIP WITH RESPECT TO PNVI-AE-UDI

In this section, we explain how any verification tool based on VIP can be used to soundly reason
about the execution of C programs under PNVI-ae-udi-compliant implementations. Let us assume
that 𝑝 is a program that has been verified with such a verification tool, say RefinedC-VIP, and that
𝑝 is thus safe to execute under the VIP semantics. Using RefinedC-VIP, this first step is achieved
using the following adequacy theorem (formally proved in the Coq proof assistant):
Theorem 1. If RefinedC-VIP verifies a program 𝑝, it is safe to execute 𝑝 under the VIP memory
model, meaning that execution of 𝑝 will not result in undefined behaviour.
After having proved that 𝑝 does not have UB under VIP, before compiling it with a compiler
presumed sound under PNVI-ae-udi, we first have to implement the copy_alloc_id instruction as
shown in §4.3. Formally, we need to translate the program 𝑝 into a program ↓𝑝 that can be run
under PNVI-ae-udi. We then rely on the following theorem to transfer the guarantees offered by
Theorem 1 to the translated program.
Theorem 2. For all C programs 𝑝, if 𝑝 is safe to execute under the VIP memory model, then ↓𝑝 is safe
to execute under the PNVI-ae-udi memory model.
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To prove Theorem 2, we establish a simulation between PNVI-ae-udi and VIP. More precisely,
we show that every PNVI-ae-udi step can be simulated by a VIP step, and that every step that raises
undefined behaviour in PNVI-ae-udi also raises undefined behaviour in VIP. Note however that
it is perfectly fine to have more undefined behaviour under VIP than under PNVI-ae-udi. Indeed,
Theorem 2 only considers programs that do not have undefined behaviour in VIP.
State relation. Making this proof formal is non-trivial since VIP and PNVI-ae-udi use different
notions of provenance, integer value, and state. Hence, we cannot just prove that these objects
are the same on both sides, only that they are related by a carefully-chosen relation (≈). From the
point of view of a program 𝑝, the fact that such objects are only related but not equal cannot be
observed. Indeed, the memory interface treats them as abstract objects that 𝑝 only manipulates
via memory events. For corresponding events, what we prove is that if their inputs are related (in
related states), then their output is also related (in possibly changed but still related states).
Finding a suitable definition for the relation (≈) is challenging. In particular, it is not obvious how
to relate a symbolic provenance 𝜄 from PNVI-ae-udi to a VIP provenance @𝑖. Indeed, a particular
allocation identifier 𝑖 should only be related to 𝜄 if it is a valid candidate for the definition of the
symbolic provenance. However, this information is not available by looking at 𝜄 only, since it is
tracked in the 𝑆 part of the PNVI-ae-udi state. To address this, we use the standard technique
of parameterising our relation (≈) by a world 𝑤, that can evolve along a pre-order (⊑) during
execution. We then use this world to track which allocation identifier 𝑖 is related to each provenance
symbol 𝜄. The evolution of the world is invisible to the program 𝑝 as (⊑) preserves relatedness.
𝑣 PNVI ≈𝑤 𝑣 VIP ∧ 𝑤 ⊑ 𝑤 ′ ⇒ 𝑣 PNVI ≈𝑤′ 𝑣 VIP

(1)

Event relation. Another difficulty for making the proof of Theorem 2 formal is the mismatch
between the events of VIP and PNVI-ae-udi. Indeed, a copy_alloc_id event produced by a program
𝑝 is replaced by a cast_pval_to_ival and a cast_ival_to_pval event in the translated program ↓𝑝.
To handle this, we define a relation (∼𝑤 ) relating a list of PNVI-ae-udi events 𝑒 PNVI to a single VIP
event 𝑒 VIP . For events 𝑓 ≠ copy_alloc_id, (∼𝑤 ) simply relates a singleton PNVI-ae-udi event 𝑓 to a
VIP event 𝑓 , provided the input parameters on either sides are related by (≈𝑤 ). The copy_alloc_id
event of VIP is related to the list of two events generated by its implementation given in §4.3, also
requiring the inputs of the events to be related (see Lepigre et al. [2021a, §F] for details).
We can now finally state our main theorem establishing a simulation between PNVI-ae-udi and
VIP events, and then use it to prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. For all PNVI-ae-udi and VIP states such that ΣPNVI ≈𝑤 ΣVIP , and for all PNVI-ae-udi
event lists and VIP events such that 𝑒 PNVI ∼𝑤 𝑒 VIP and the last result value in 𝑒 PNVI is 𝑦, we have:
(1) If executing the events of the list 𝑒 PNVI in ΣPNVI leads to UB, then 𝑒 VIP has UB in ΣVIP .
′
(2) Either 𝑒 VIP has UB in ΣVIP , or for all states ΣPNVI
such that executing the events of 𝑒 PNVI in ΣPNVI
′
′
′
′
′
′ and executing
leads to ΣPNVI , there exist 𝑤 , 𝑦 and ΣVIP with 𝑤 ⊑ 𝑤 ′, 𝑦 ≈𝑤′ 𝑦 ′, ΣPNVI
≈𝑤′ ΣVIP
′
′
′ .
the event 𝑒 VIP (obtained from 𝑒 VIP by changing its result value to 𝑦 ) in ΣVIP leads to ΣVIP
Furthermore there exists 𝑤 0 such that the empty states are related: (∅, ∅, ∅) ≈𝑤0 (∅, ∅).
Using Theorem 3, the proof of Theorem 2 follows by induction over the execution of the program
𝑝 under PNVI-ae-udi and VIP. At each step, we have a world 𝑤 such that ΣPNVI ≈𝑤 ΣVIP , and all
abstract objects ever given to 𝑝 through the result of memory events are related by (≈𝑤 ). We can
establish this for the initial state using 𝑤 0 from Theorem 3, and the fact that the initial program
has not yet received any object from the memory interface. For each step, if the next VIP event
𝑒 VIP is not copy_alloc_id then we have a single PNVI-ae-udi event 𝑒 PNVI , and we can satisfy the
assumptions of Theorem 3 since the states and all objects (including input values) are related. If
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′
𝑒 PNVI has UB then, by Theorem 3, 𝑒 VIP has UB as well and we are done. If 𝑒 PNVI steps to ΣPNVI
then
′
′
′
Theorem 3 gives us 𝑤 with 𝑤 ⊑ 𝑤 , a result value 𝑦 that is (≈𝑤′ )-related to the result value of
′ with Σ ′
′
′
𝑒 PNVI and a resulting state ΣVIP
PNVI ≈𝑤 ΣVIP . Now we only need to use property (1) to show
that all objects known to 𝑝 are related by (≈𝑤′ ), and we are done. Now, if the next VIP event is
copy_alloc_id, then we know that the next two events in PNVI-ae-udi are cast_pval_to_ival and
a cast_ival_to_pval by definition of ↓𝑝, and we can hence prove (∼𝑤 ) for these events. The rest
of the proof follows similarly to the other case.
□

Proof of the main theorem. We conclude this section by giving high-level intuitions for the
proof of Theorem 3, fully detailed in Lepigre et al. [2021a, §F]. The main difficulty for the proof
is picking the right definitions for worlds 𝑤 and for (≈𝑤 ). The relation on states ΣPNVI ≈𝑤 ΣVIP
is straightforward since the PNVI-ae-udi state tracks strictly more information than that of VIP
(the exposure information and the map 𝑆 of symbolic provenances) and thus ΣPNVI ≈𝑤 ΣVIP simply
lifts (≈𝑤 ) to the parts that exist in both models. However, the situation is more complicated
for provenances since we need to relate symbolic provenances 𝜄 in PNVI-ae-udi with concrete
provenances @𝑖 in VIP. This happens, for example, when executing a copy_alloc_id. Indeed, the
final integer to pointer cast in the PNVI-ae-udi version can result in a symbolic provenance 𝜄, while
VIP always results in a concrete provenance @𝑖 (taken from the second argument of copy_alloc_id).
However, the premises of VIP-copy-a-id and the first pointer to integer cast in the expansion of
copy_alloc_id ensure that 𝑖 is always a possible option for 𝜄, and that 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 (𝜄). One way to look at
this, is that VIP eagerly resolves the symbolic provenance 𝜄 to 𝑖. This is tracked during the proof via
a map 𝑅 (part of the world 𝑤) that maps symbolic provenances 𝜄 to concrete provenances:
(𝜄, 𝑧) ≈ (𝑅,_) (@𝑖, 𝑧) iff 𝑅(𝜄) = 𝑖

𝑅(𝜄) ∈ 𝑆 PNVI (𝜄)

Interestingly, on integer-to-pointer casts, VIP may produce a pointer with @empty provenance,
and PNVI-ae-udi one with a non-@empty provenance. Consequently, (≈𝑤 ) must relate @empty
in VIP to arbitrary PNVI-ae-udi provenances: (𝜋, 𝑧) ≈𝑤 (@empty, 𝑧). However, this is not at all a
problem since @empty leads to strictly more UB than other provenances.
Another important part of the definition of (≈𝑤 ) is how it relates integers. In particular, VIP
integer values may hold a provenance, while those of PNVI-ae-udi cannot. Here the key observation
is that having a provenance @𝑖 in a VIP integer is a witness that @𝑖 was previously exposed in
PNVI-ae-udi. This justifies VIP-i-p-cast-1, as we can be sure that the provenance has been exposed
and is thus a candidate for PNVI-i-p-cast (resp. PNVI-i-p-cast-𝜄 ). Formally, we track the fact that all
provenances in integers have been exposed by a set of provenances 𝐸 that is part of the world 𝑤:
𝑧 ≈ (_,𝐸) Loc((@𝑖, 𝑧)) iff 𝑖 ∈ 𝐸

𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 → 𝐴PNVI (𝑖) = (_, _, _, exposed)

Finally, we define the pre-order (⊑) as (𝑅, 𝐸) ⊑ (𝑅 ′, 𝐸 ′) ≜ 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑅 ′ ∧ 𝐸 ⊆ 𝐸 ′, to allow adding new
elements to 𝑅 and 𝐸 during execution. It is easy to check that property (1) holds, and with these
definitions, the proof of Theorem 3 given in Lepigre et al. [2021a, §F] is relatively straightforward.
6

REFINEDC-VIP

In this section, we show how VIP is used as the basis of our verification tool RefinedC-VIP, which
extends RefinedC’s deep embedding of C in Coq (called Caesium) with the VIP memory model, and
adds new types and typing rules to support specifications and proofs about programs involving
integer-pointer casts. In §6.1, we give the necessary background on the semantic typing approach
used by RefinedC(-VIP). Then, in §6.2, we show how RefinedC-VIP enables verification of programs
involving integer-pointer casts via new types and typing rules. Finally, in §6.3, we explain how
RefinedC-VIP introduces a generalisation to a core algorithm of the RefinedC type checker that is
required to support integer-pointer casts.
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Semantic Typing in RefinedC

In RefinedC-VIP, as in RefinedC, verification works in two steps: First, the user gives a specification
via a refinement and ownership type system. Then, an automatic type checker verifies the program
against this specification by building a typing derivation. The RefinedC type system, similarly
to that of RustBelt [Jung et al. 2018a], is built using the approach of semantic typing, in which
types and typing judgements are given a meaning by interpreting them into Iris, a higher-order
concurrent separation logic embedded into Coq [Jung et al. 2015, 2016; Krebbers et al. 2017; Jung
et al. 2018b]. One advantage of this approach is that it is modular: new types can be defined by
giving their interpretation into the model of types, and new typing rules can be added by proving
them sound against the model of types and typing judgements.
Type assignments and model of types. Concretely, defining a new type 𝜏 means giving the
logical interpretation of the type assignment v ⊳ v 𝜏 (i.e., assigning type 𝜏 to value v). The exact
meaning of this type assignment can be chosen freely. For example, the type assignment for integers
v ⊳ v 𝑛 @ int(𝛼) asserts that v is an integer with value 𝑛 and size 𝛼 (e.g., int or size_t or similar).
The type assignment can also assert ownership over memory (and other resources) thanks to
the underlying separation logic. An example of this is the “owned pointer” type &own (𝜏), where
v ⊳ v &own (𝜏) asserts that v is a pointer that points to owned memory containing a value of type 𝜏.
Typing judgements. RefinedC uses several different forms of typing judgements (roughly, one
per syntactic construct of the language). Here we focus on the two that are used in §6.2:
⊢expr 𝑒 when 𝑃 {v, 𝜏 . 𝐺 (v, 𝜏)}

⊢subsume 𝑃1 <: 𝑃2 {𝐺 }

The former is an expression typing judgement asserting that the expression 𝑒 is well-behaved given
the assertion 𝑃, which is usually a collection of type assignment for values occurring in 𝑒.1 The latter
is a subsumption judgement asserting that 𝑃1 implies 𝑃2 , which amounts to a subtyping judgement
in the usual case where 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are type assignments for the same value. Both judgements have a
continuation 𝐺, as is often encountered in weakest-precondition calculi like Iris’s. In the expression
judgement, this continuation receives the inferred type 𝜏 and resulting value v as arguments.
Typing rules. The typing rules of RefinedC are of the form 𝐺𝐹 where the conclusion 𝐹 is a
typing judgement and the premise 𝐺 is a separation logic assertion that tells the type-checker
how to proceed after applying this typing rule. Concretely, 𝐺 is formulated in Lithium [Sammler
et al. 2021]), a fragment of Iris which constitutes a separation logic programming language for
implementing the RefinedC type-checker. However, the details of Lithium are beyond the scope of
this paper.
6.2

New Types and Typing Rules for VIP

To support new idioms like integer-pointer casts in RefinedC, we introduce new types and typing
rules for the involved operations. In the following, we go over these operations in the order
they typically appear in programs: pointer-to-integer casts, then integer arithmetic, and finally
pointer-to-integer casts.
Pointer-to-integer casts. Let us assume that we have a pointer ℓ with the owned pointer type
&own (𝜏), and that we want to cast it into an integer. To design a suitable typing rule, we need to
consider the corresponding reduction rule in the operational semantics. For this reduction rule
1 The

expression judgement presented here differs from the presentation of Sammler et al. [2021] and the implementation
of RefinedC, where a generic expression judgement (without any attached 𝑃 ) is used in combination with specialised
judgements for each form of expression constructor (including an attached assertion for each value argument). We combine
these judgements here into a single one for conciseness and simplicity.
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VIP-p-i-cast to apply, two conditions must be fulfilled: (1) the provenance of ℓ must be alive, and
(2) the address of ℓ must fit in the resulting integer type 𝛼. As a consequence, proving the premise
of our typing rule must require proving the corresponding RefinedC-VIP assertions alive(ℓ) and
⌜ℓ.2 ∈ 𝛼 ⌝. Now, it remains to find a suitable type for the resulting integer Loc(ℓ). Since integers with
provenance are a new feature of VIP, RefinedC-VIP defines a corresponding new type ℓ @ intptr(𝛼),
which is inhabited by Loc(ℓ). The type asserts that ℓ fits into an integer of type 𝛼, but does not assert
any ownership of the memory pointed to by ℓ. Moreover, it also asserts that ℓ is in bounds (or one
past the end) of its allocation—expressed with in_bounds(ℓ)—which is needed on integer-to-pointer
casts. Piecing everything together, we obtain the following rule:

ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏) −∗ in_bounds(ℓ) ∧ ⌜ℓ.2 ∈ 𝛼 ⌝ ∧ alive(ℓ) ∧ ∀v. 𝐺 (v, ℓ @ intptr(𝛼))

⊢expr Castvoid*↩→𝛼 ℓ when ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏) {vres , 𝜏res . 𝐺 (vres , 𝜏res )}
Although it has been slightly simplified for presentation purposes, this rule is quite a mouthful. Let
us go over it step by step, starting with the conclusion which is an expression typing judgement
parameterised by the continuation 𝐺. The expression that is being type checked is Castvoid*↩→𝛼 ℓ: a
cast of location ℓ (or more precisely, ℓ encoded as a value) into a C integer of type 𝛼. Note that the
rule only applies if a type assignment ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏) is provided.
Let us now go over the premise of our rule, which is expressed using (a fragment of) separation
logic. First, the magic wand −∗ ensures that its left-hand side, i.e., the type assignment ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏),
can be used to prove its right-hand side, i.e., the conjunction of four predicates. This right-hand
side contains the side-conditions that we mentioned above (in_bounds(𝑙): ℓ is in bounds of its
allocation, ℓ.2 ∈ 𝛼: the address of ℓ fits in the integer type 𝛼, alive(ℓ): ℓ is still alive). Moreover, the
last conjunct requires proving the continuation 𝐺 for the resulting type ℓ @ intptr(𝛼).
Interestingly, the premise of our rule uses the standard conjunction ∧ instead of the separating
conjunction ∗ for the side-conditions. This allows reusing ownership assertions like ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏)
between the proofs of the side-conditions (in particular, alive(ℓ)) and the continuation 𝐺.
To be more concrete, let us now go back to the proof outline of Figure 3, which sketches the
verification of the tag function. The standard owned pointer type ℓ @ &own (𝜏) of RefinedC is not
expressive enough to account for pointer tagging. As a consequence, tag relies on a specific tagged
pointer type tagged(𝑚, 𝜏) that we added to the RefinedC standard library, and that is refined by
a pair of a base pointer and a tag value. Intuitively, the type (ℓ, 𝑡) @ tagged(𝑚, 𝜏) contains the
same ownership as ℓ @ &own (𝜏), but a value at that type corresponds to add_offset(ℓ, 𝑡) (assuming
suitable alignment of ℓ) instead of just ℓ. As a consequence, the above typing rule for casts does not
apply, and we must instead use a similar typing rule for tagged pointers.

v ⊳ v (ℓ, 𝑡) @ tagged(𝑚, 𝜏) −∗ · · · ∧ ⌜ℓ.2 + 𝑡 ∈ 𝛼 ⌝ ∧ alive(ℓ) ∧ ∀v. 𝐺 (v, add_offset(ℓ, 𝑡) @ intptr(𝛼))
⊢expr Castvoid*↩→𝛼 v when v ⊳ v (ℓ, 𝑡) @ tagged(𝑚, 𝜏) {vres , 𝜏res . 𝐺 (vres , 𝜏res )}
For brevity, we elide details related to alignment and bounds condition with an ellipsis. In Figure 3,
the above rule is applied when verifying the cast on Line 7. Note that the context prior to applying
the rule, shown on Line 6, contains a type assignment of the right shape (for variable p): it is
consumed when the rule is applied, but immediately placed back in the context (Line 8) thanks to
the magic wand in the rule’s premise. Aside from the continuation, all conjuncts in the rule’s premise
can be proved using the assertions from the context. For example, alive(ℓ) can be proved thanks to a
combination of type_alive_own ty and the type assignment for p. So, after applying the rule, we are
left with proving the continuation for some value v corresponding here to variable i (since the proof
sketch also does the store in the same step, which involves another rule not shown here), whose
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type corresponds to the inferred type passed to the continuation (i.e., add_offset(ℓ, 𝑡) @ intptr(𝛼)
where (ℓ, 𝑡) corresponds to parameter r, and 𝛼 to uintptr_t).
Arithmetic. Let us now see how a value of type ℓ @ intptr(𝛼)—resulting from a pointer-tointeger cast—can be used. First, one can perform standard integer operations on it, as seen in the
example of §2.3. As formalised by the VIP-arith-op reduction rule, these operations are allowed on
integers with provenance, but any provenance is lost in the resulting value. In the type system, this
is reflected by the fact that ℓ @ intptr(𝛼) is a subtype of ℓ.2 @ int(𝛼).
⌜𝑛 = ℓ.2⌝ ∗ 𝐺
⊢subsume v ⊳ v ℓ @ intptr(𝛼) <: v ⊳ v 𝑛 @ int(𝛼) {𝐺 }
The above subtyping has to be applied before performing an arithmetic operation on ℓ @ intptr(𝛼),
which reflects into the type system that arithmetic operations drop provenance in integers.
Going back to the proof sketch of Figure 3, the above subsumption rule is applied to change the
type of variable i between Line 8 and Line 9, losing provenance information before performing the
arithmetic on Line 10.
Round-trip casts. If no arithmetic is performed on a value of type ℓ @ intptr(𝛼), then it can
be cast back into a pointer to complete a round-trip cast. This is supported in the operational
semantics by the VIP-i-p-cast-1 reduction rule: casting Loc(ℓ) into the pointer ℓ is possible if ℓ is
alive and in bounds of (or one past) its allocation. This is reflected by the following typing rule:
alive(ℓ) ∧ 𝐺 (ℓ, &own (place(ℓ)))
⊢expr Cast𝛼↩→void* v when v ⊳ v ℓ @ intptr(𝛼) {vres , 𝜏res . 𝐺 (vres , 𝜏res )}
In the premise, the alive(ℓ) assertion ensures that ℓ is alive. Note, however, that no in_bounds(ℓ)
precondition is required, since the fact that ℓ satisfied the right bounds condition is already ensured
by ℓ @ intptr(𝛼) via a side-condition of the typing rule for pointer-to-integer casts.
Note that the resulting pointer is assigned type &own (place(ℓ)) in the continuation: it corresponds
to an owned pointer without any particular attached ownership for the pointed memory. This type
can then be combined in a later step with ownership for the memory pointed to by ℓ to obtain a
value of type &own (𝜏) (where 𝜏 is the type of the pointed memory).
Integer-to-Pointer Casts. In case arithmetic has been performed on an integer, it cannot be
cast to a pointer using a round-trip cast, and one must instead use VIP’s copy_alloc_id instruction.
Similar to the other operators discussed above, it is straightforward to reflect the reduction rule
corresponding to the operation (here VIP-copy-a-id) into the type system:

ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏) −∗ in_bounds(ℓ.1, 𝑛) ∧ alive(ℓ.1, 𝑛) ∧ 𝐺 ((ℓ.1, 𝑛), &own (place(ℓ.1, 𝑛)))
⊢expr CopyAllocID𝛼 (v, ℓ) when v ⊳ v 𝑛 @ int(𝛼) and ℓ ⊳ v &own (𝜏) {vres , 𝜏res . 𝐺 (vres , 𝜏res )}
As for previous rules, in_bounds(ℓ) and alive(ℓ) are used to ensure that ℓ is in bounds of (or one
past) its allocation and that it is alive, as mandated by the operational semantics. The result value
of the operation passed to the continuation 𝐺 is—as expected—a pointer value (ℓ.1, 𝑛), whose
provenance is that of ℓ, and whose address is 𝑛.
The proof outline in Figure 3 uses a variant of the above typing rule for tagged pointers on
Line 13. Here, ℓ is instantiated with 𝑟 .1 and 𝑛 with 𝑟 .1.2 +𝑡. The bounds and liveness side-conditions
are discharged easily. The store on Line 13 assigns the &own (place(𝑟 .1.1, 𝑟 .1.2 + 𝑡)) resulting from
the rule above to q, which then is directly unfolded to asserting that q is equal to the location
(𝑟 .1.1, 𝑟 .1.2 + 𝑡) (see Line 14). Based on this fact, ownership can be transferred from the type
assignment for p to build a new type assignment for q between Line 14 and Line 17.
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Semantic Equality of Pointers

Let us now briefly discuss a difficulty that we encountered when adapting the RefinedC automation to work with integer-pointer casts. In RefinedC, the typing context is populated with type
assignments, and the type checker often has to traverse the context to find a type assignment for a
specific location. In the original RefinedC [Sammler et al. 2021], each potential location found in
the context is syntactically matched with the location that is being looked for. Although this simple
approach worked well for the programs considered by Sammler et al. [2021], it breaks down in the
presence of integer-pointer casts. Indeed, integer-pointer casts allow the programmer to create
pointers that are semantically the same—but differ syntactically. For example, suppose that we start
from a location ℓ, convert it to an integer to perform some arithmetic eventually resulting in ℓ.2 + 𝑛,
and then rely on copy_alloc_id to build a pointer with the provenance of ℓ. At the end of the
process, the resulting pointer will have the shape (ℓ.1, ℓ.2 + 𝑛), but the context may perhaps only
contain an assignment for add_offset(ℓ, 𝑛), which is semantically equal but syntactically different.
Thus, the RefinedC type checker would not find a type assignment in the context and emit an error.
To address this problem, RefinedC-VIP extends the type checker of RefinedC with a solver for
semantic equality of locations. The new type checker uses this solver when searching for a type
assignment in the context and thus successfully handles the situation described above.
7

CASE STUDIES AND EVALUATION

In this section, we report on two different evaluations of our VIP memory model. First, in §7.1, we
use examples verified in RefinedC-VIP to show that VIP is well-suited for verification. Then in §7.2,
we empirically evaluate VIP against PNVI-ae-udi using an implementation extending Cerberus
[Memarian et al. 2019]. Finally, we evaluate the impact of copy_alloc_id on the assembly code
generated by mainstream compilers in §7.3. Both RefinedC-VIP and Cerberus, together with all the
test programs used for the evaluation, are provided in Lepigre et al. [2021b].
7.1

Verification Case Studies Using RefinedC-VIP

To evaluate RefinedC-VIP, we first verified small programs exercising different forms of integerpointer casts, with or without copy_alloc_id when appropriate. In particular, some of these examples are carefully crafted to show that the system can handle one-past-the-end pointers, either as
part of a round-trip cast or using copy_alloc_id.
We also used RefinedC-VIP to verify real-world idioms using integer-pointer casts, either directly
taken from or inspired by mainstream systems C code. We report on these in the following
paragraphs, and Figure 7 additionally gathers more fine-grained evaluation data including (for each
verified function): the original numbers of lines of code (when applicable), the amount of changes
required in the code, and the number of lines of manually written RefinedC annotations.
#1: Lock-ordering via addresses. To avoid deadlocks, it is a standard idiom to acquire locks
in the order of their addresses, as done for example in the Hafnium hypervisor’s spinlock library
[Hafnium 2020]. In its original version, the code relies on a pointer comparison, which, under
PNVI-ae-udi, implies that it should only be used on locks with the same provenance (it is the
case in Hafnium: all locks are allocated in a single array). However, one can lift this restriction by
performing pointer-to-integer casts and comparing the resulting integer address. Using RefinedCVIP, we have verified both the original Hafnium function, and the more general version using
pointer-to-integer casts.
#2: Small integers and pointers. Another use of integer-pointer casts, found in the OCaml
runtime [Leroy and Doligez 1996], is the encoding of both (suitably aligned) pointers and 63-bit
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Verified function
#1
#2

Code

Changes

CopyAId

Spec

Proof

Time

(original)

9

0/0

0

7

0

3.5s

(with casts)

9

0/1

0

6

0

3.9s

client

14

-/-

0

1

1

6.5s

tag_of

5

-/-

0

5

1

3.9s

tag

6

-/-

1

4

1

6.4s

sl_lock_both
sl_lock_both

#3
untag

(using tag)

3

-/-

0

4

0

2.1s

untag

(direct arithmetic)

4

-/-

1
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Fig. 7. Evaluation data for the RefinedC-VIP case studies. Code: lines of C code for the (original) function (or
the global variables being replaced for struct region). Changes: lines of code added / lines of code altered or
removed (excluding insertion of copy_alloc_id). CopyAId: number of casts replaced by copy_alloc_id. Spec:
lines of RefinedC annotations for the specification. Proof: lines of RefinedC annotations used for discharging
side-conditions. Time: typical measured checking time (average of three runs) for the proof on a laptop with
an Intel CORE i7 8th Gen processor and 16GB of RAM.

integers in 64-bit integers (using their first bit to distinguish the two cases). Since no arithmetic
is performed in the pointer case, VIP can support this pattern without copy_alloc_id. We have
successfully verified a small client using this pattern. However, unlike the original, our code uses
unsigned integers as we cannot easily guarantee all pointer addresses to be representable in a
signed 64-bit integer.
#3: Tagged pointers. As discussed in §2.3, we also verified the pointer tagging library of Figure 1.
For this example, we leveraged the extensibility of the RefinedC type system to build the custom
&tagged type representing a generic notion of tagged pointer. This demonstrates that RefinedC-VIP
allows the encoding of specialised integer-pointer cast idioms via custom types, which enable
clearer specifications for the user, and additionally ease the verification of the library. In particular,
the &tagged type ensures that all tagged pointers are in bounds of their allocation (or one past its
end), which is used to prove the premise of the typing rule for copy_alloc_id shown in §6.2.
#4: Early allocator from pKVM. We verified the page allocator used by the pKVM hypervisor
(being developed as part of Linux [pKVM developers 2020]) during its initialisation. The allocator
state consists of three global integer variables: (1) base, recording the start address of the memory
region owned by the allocator, (2) end, recording its end, and (3) cur, giving the address at which the
next allocation is performed. Initially cur is equal to base, but it is incremented on each allocation.
Since the allocator state does not contain pointers, we leverage the ability of VIP to track provenance
via integers. In particular, base is initialised with a pointer-to-integer cast from a pointer to the
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memory backing the allocator, and we can retain the corresponding provenance using the intptr
type. Since base is never modified, the provenance it carries is preserved, and it can be used when
a newly allocated pointer is returned. In the original code, the pointer returned by the allocator is
created with a cast (void*) cur, but it is essentially unusable in VIP since it lacks a provenance.
We thus replace the cast by copy_alloc_id(cur, (void*) base), which ensures that the resulting
pointer receives the provenance stored in base, and that it can be used to access memory.
Introducing copy_alloc_id is the only substantial change required to verify the code. However,
due to a limitation of RefinedC, we also need to pack the three global variables in a struct, since they
could otherwise not be easily tied together in an invariant. This superficial change is orthogonal to
the integer-pointer-casts studied in this paper, and it could be avoided with additional engineering
work. All ownership reasoning for the example is verified automatically by RefinedC-VIP, but
custom automation is required for several pure side-conditions involving shifts on integers.
7.2

Empirical Evaluation of VIP

The PNVI-ae-udi model was implemented as part of the Cerberus C semantics, an executable model
of a large fragment of C11 with a parametric memory model. For further validation, we implemented
VIP in the same manner, as an OCaml module implementing Cerberus’s memory interface, on
which the presentation in §3.1 is based. From this, we obtain a VIP version of the Cerberus test
oracle. The implementation closely follows the formal presentation we give in this paper, with the
exception of the allocate event, for which we fix the selection of the new allocation’s address with
the same deterministic scheme used in the implementation of PNVI-ae-udi.
To validate the behaviour of VIP with respect to PNVI-ae-udi, we have run the test suite given
in Gustedt et al. [2020, Annex A.6] consisting of 58 C files between 10 and 30 lines. Of these, we
exclude 14 tests whose execution path of interest is not triggered on either model as a result of
the allocation scheme. For the tests performing integer-pointer casts, we have additionally run
both models on an annotated version where the casts (whose result is typically directly stored)
have been replaced by a corresponding call to copy_alloc_id. As expected from the refinement
proof, for all 44 annotated and unannotated tests, when VIP gives a defined behaviour, so does
PNVI-ae-udi. There are 17 unannotated tests deemed undefined by VIP while PNVI-ae-udi gives
them a defined behaviour. This is again expected, as VIP has more undefined behaviours. Out of
these, 15 tests recover the same defined behaviour as in PNVI-ae-udi when adding copy_alloc_id
annotations. The 2 other tests cannot be annotated: one involves a convoluted user implementation
of memcpy, while the other is meant to test compiler optimisation opportunities and is therefore
not relevant here. There are 2 tests deemed undefined by both models without annotations, which
become defined in both when annotated. The remaining tests or either defined in both models (12),
or undefined in both models (13), regardless of whether the integer-pointer casts are annotated.
7.3 Evaluation of the Generated Assembly Code
As we have seen, adapting C code to run under the VIP memory model involves turning integer-topointer casts into calls to copy_alloc_id. However, this is not without consequences for compilation:
copy_alloc_id is precisely used to prevent certain optimisations. One may thus wonder: what is
the impact of copy_alloc_id on the runtime performance of the generated (optimised) assembly?
To evaluate this, we relied again (as in §7.2) on the 44 relevant examples of the test suite given in
Gustedt et al. [2020, Annex A.6]. We ruled out 15 of them since their unannotated version has UB
under PNVI-ae-udi, and 2 of them since they cannot be annotated to not have UB under VIP. Then,
12 of the remaining examples neither have UB under PNVI-ae-udi nor under VIP, and they also
do not need any change for VIP, so they are trivially compiled in the same way. The remaining
15 examples do not have UB in PNVI-ae-udi, and their annotated versions do not have UB in VIP.
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We compiled the two versions of each file (with option -O3) and compared the generated code. We
repeated this for GCC-11, GCC-10, GCC-9, and Clang-12. The generated code is exactly identical
on all examples when using GCC (any version we tried), and with Clang-12 there is a difference
for only one of the examples (provenance_basic_using_uintptr_t_auto_yx.c). The reason for this
difference is hard to track in the optimised code, but it seems unrelated: it only involves the setup
of a call to printf. Regardless, the generated assembly has the same instruction count.
8

RELATED WORK

Over the last few decades, increasingly extensive formal versions of C have been developed
[Gurevich and Huggins 1992; Cook and Subramanian 1994; Papaspyrou 1998; Norrish 1998; Leroy
2006; Batty et al. 2011; Ellison and Rosu 2012; Hathhorn et al. 2015; Krebbers and Wiedijk 2015;
Krebbers 2015; Memarian et al. 2016, 2019]. These formal semantics focus on a variety of aspects of
C, including control flow, expression evaluation, concurrency, and the type system. In this paper,
we are concerned primarily with the C memory model, so we focus our discussion on that.
Concrete memory models. As it was not until 2004 that the ISO WG14 C standards committee
confirmed the concept of provenance of pointers [WG14 2004], much research on formal C semantics
has assumed a concrete memory model. Indeed, recent verification tools—such as those developed
in the seL4 project [Tuch et al. 2007; Klein et al. 2009; Greenaway et al. 2013]—still use a concrete
memory model. To do that soundly, they restrict the C dialect and incorporate translation validation
[Sewell et al. 2013]. Since concrete memory models are close to actual hardware, they are commonly
used in verification tools for assembly, e.g., [Chlipala 2011; Jensen et al. 2013; Myreen 2009].
Abstract memory models. Abstract memory models were introduced in the CompCert project
[Leroy 2006; Leroy and Blazy 2008] to prove correctness of an optimising C compiler. Leroy et al.
[2012] extend the original CompCert memory model with support for byte-level representations of
integers and floats, and a permission model. Krebbers et al. [2014] further extend the CompCert
memory model with support for user-defined memcpy and one-past-the-end pointers. Krebbers
[2013, 2015] presents a typed variant of the CompCert memory model with tree-like structures to
model the subobject structure needed to support the C standard’s notion of effective types. None
of these extensions support integer-pointer casts beyond roundtrip casts.
“Goldilocks” memory models: neither too concrete nor too abstract. In addition to PNVI,
Memarian et al. [2019] propose the PVI memory model in which pointer provenance is propagated
through integer operations. This model has the drawback of falsifying algebraic properties of integer
operations [Memarian et al. 2019, p9], and would also make reasoning about integer operations
more complicated in a verification tool like RefinedC.
Besson et al. [2014, 2015, 2019] extend CompCert’s memory model with symbolic pointer expressions, and adapt the correctness proofs of 12 passes of the CompCert compiler accordingly. When
performing an integer operation (e.g., a bitwise operation) on a pointer representation, they keep
track of a symbolic expression, which is forced when a concrete block-offset pair is needed (e.g.,
to perform a load or store). While the use of symbolic expressions avoids the need for concrete
addresses, this comes at the expense that the semantics becomes non-trivial to execute (they use
SMT solvers for that) and that certain programming idioms are prohibited (such as hashmaps
with integer keys, and the use of pointer comparison to determine a lock order). The VIP and
PNVI-ae-udi memory models are executable and support the aforementioned programming idioms.
Kang et al. [2015] extend the CompCert memory model with support for concrete addresses, and
present a technique for verifying compiler optimisations w.r.t. their model. Blocks in their model
initially have an abstract block identifier (which can be seen as a provenance, like in CompCert),
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but when performing a pointer-to-integer cast, the block is assigned a concrete address. Their
approach simplifies reasoning about address exposure: every memory block with a concrete address
is considered to be exposed, and plays an important role in their technique for verifying compiler
optimisations (in particular, optimisations that remove allocations). Contrary to PNVI-ae-udi and
VIP, their approach prohibits integer-to-pointer casts involving one-past-the-end pointers.
Lee et al. [2018] describe a memory model for LLVM IR that supports integer-pointer casts.
The semantics of LLVM is quite different from source-level C, however. An in-depth comparison
between the semantics of Lee et al. and PNVI is given in Memarian et al. [2019].
Aside from integer-pointer casts, researchers have developed memory models that give a more
realistic account of memory consumption, e.g., [Besson et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019b] in the context
of CompCert. Similar to PNVI-ae-udi, our VIP memory model ignores these issues.
Verification tools for C. There are many tools for C verification (e.g., Rondon et al. [2010];
Stefanescu [2014]; Kirchner et al. [2015]), but most of the tools either use a concrete memory model
[Tuch et al. 2007; Cohen et al. 2009; Jacobs et al. 2011], or the papers do not discuss the underpinning
memory model or their support for intricate C features like integer-pointer casts at all. There are
exceptions, however. Notably, several verification tools built on top of CompCert—such as VST
[Cao et al. 2018] and CCAL [Gu et al. 2018]—inherit CompCert’s limited support for integer-pointer
casts but employ various tricks to get around its limitations. In particular, the verification of an
OCaml-style garbage collector by Wang et al. [2019a] extends CompCert with external functions
specific for pointer-tagging. The verification of OS kernels and hypervisors by Gu et al. [2019] and
Li et al. [2021] sidesteps integer-pointer casts altogether by using array indexing into a global array
in which the kernel’s allocatable data structures are stored. In contrast, with RefinedC-VIP, we
have aimed to develop a verification tool that accounts for the integer-pointer cast idioms found in
the wild, while also being sound under a realistic semantics.
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